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ABSTRACT 

Super-resolutioa is defined as the ability to algorithmically or physically form an 

image with meaningful spatial frequency content at spatial frequencies for which the 

optical instrument has an optical transfer function equal to zero. Historically, the 

method of least-squares has played a significant role in numerous estimation prob

lems including the super-resolution problem. A viable alternative for the recovery 

of non-negative signals is the minimum cross-entropy principle. This principle is a 

generalization of minimum discrimination information in statistics and information 

theory. In the first part of the dissertation, various minimum cross-entropy methods 

for super-resolution are presented. Alternating Projections, a special case of which is 

the class of Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithms, and Picard-type iterations 

are employed in our investigations. A cross-entropic Projection-Onto-Convex-Sets 

(POCS) formulation is developed to provide an alternate interpretation of the mini

mum cross-entropy based EM-type algorithms. This interpretation provides a theo

retical basis for including some a priori object constraints in iterative super-resolution 

algorithms. 

The performance of signal recovery algorithms is dependent on the sparsity of 

the signal. This fact has been observed empirically and theoretically by several 

researchers. Indeed, the Gerchberg-Papoulis (GP) algorithm achieves bandwidth ex

trapolation primarily from the finite spatial e.xtent a priori knowledge, a special form 
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of signal sparsity. Unfortunately, in real-world applications, objects are rarely sparse. 

In the second part of the dissertation, some approximately sparse representations of 

signals, viz., background-foreground, trend-fluctuations and wavelet representations 

are proposed to circumvent the sparsity requirement. Multigrid methods and wavelet 

decompositions are two closely related concepts. Multigrid methods were proposed 

to improve the convergence rates of iterative smoothers by appending corrections 

from coarse grids to an approximate estimate at the fine grid. Wavelet representa

tion schemes, on the other hand, show great promise in alternatively representing an 

object as sparse components. A wavelet-subspace based multigrid formulation for re

covery of nonsparse objects is proposed. A unified space-decomposition formulation 

that ties related concepts found in varied application areas, viz., Grenander's method 

of sieves in statistical inference, intrinsic correlation functions in astronomy, method 

of resolution kernels, wavelet-based space-decompositions, space-decompositions in 

multigrid methods etc., is presented. 



IS 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Preliminaries 

All instruments are limited in their ability to acquire and present information 

in a form suitable for interpretation. Practical limitations in the manufacturing 

of the instruments, imperfect operation of the instruments, adverse effects of the 

environment on the instruments, fundamental limits of the instrument imposed by 

physical laws are examples of these limits. Signal recovery refers to a class of inverse 

problems that address the limitations and attempt to undo their deleterious effects. 

In its most general form, the signal recovery- problem is stated as: Given g, find f, 

where f is information quantity being measured and g is the measured data. Several 

issues arise in the solving of a signal recovery problem. A partial listing of the issues 

would include: the physical laws and the mathematical model governing the relation 

between g and f; the existence, uniqueness and continuity of the estimate of f on g; the 

procedure or algorithm for obtaining the estimate; the effects of noise in estimating 

f etc. 

An important signal recovery problem, that has been primarily of academic inter

est in the past, is the super-resolution problem. Super-resolution, in a general sense. 
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is associated with problems that address the fundamental physical limits of instru

ments. In this dissertation, the term super-resolution is confined to the problem of 

resolving objects beyond the classical diffraction limit of an optical system. Super-

resolution is defined as the ability to algorithmically or physically form an image with 

meaningful spatial frequency content at spatial frequencies for which the optical in

strument has an Optical Transfer Function (OTF) equal to zero. This process of 

improving resolution was once believed to be a hopeless task. It is now realized that 

the customary Rayleigh limit to resolution of two point sources is more so a practical 

limit than a theoretical one. Indeed, for a certain class of objects, it is in principle 

possible to resolve with infinite precision. 

The history of image super-resolution owes its richness to the involvement of a mul

titude of scientific and engineering communities, some of whom include the optics, 

signal processing, astronomy and the statistics communities. The earliest mathe

matical analysis of the possibility of super-resolution was presented by Toraldo di 

Francia in 1955 [1]. In this paper, based on the insufficiency of image information, 

it was concluded that infinite a-priori information about the object was necessary in 

order to accomplish perfect signal recovery. However, Wolter in 1961 [2] and Har

ris in 1964 [3] observed that for a certain class of objects, spectral extrapolation 

was indeed possible and a method for super-resolution was proposed in [3]. Super-

resolution techniques based on the prolate-spheroidal wave functions were proposed 

by Barnes in 1966 [4] and Frieden in 1967 [5] for the coherent and incoherent cases 
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respectively. A dual problem to the space-limited spectral extrapolation problem (an 

example of super-resolution) is the band-limited signal extrapolation problem. This 

problem is of particular interest to the signal processing community. The earliest 

work dates back to the iterative methods of Zames in 1959 [6], Landau and Miranker 

in 1961 [7] and Sandberg in 1963-64 [8, 9]. The well-known Gerchberg-Papoulis (GP) 

algorithm is the culmination of the efforts of the optics and signal processing commu

nities. The GP algorithm was proposed independently by Gerchberg in 1974 [10] as 

a space-limited spectral extrapolation technique and Papoulis in 1975 [11] as a band-

limited signal extrapolation technique. The astronomical community's contributions 

to the field of super-resolution have been, among others, the CLEAN algorithm of 

Hogbom in 1974 [12], the Richardson-Lucy (RL) algorithm proposed independently 

by Richardson in 1972 [13] and Lucy in 1974 [14] and the Maximum Entropy (ME) 

methods (cf. [15], [16] and [17]). The Expectation-Maximization (EM) technique 

proposed by Dempster et. al. in 1977 [18] is an iterative procedure for obtaining 

Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimates. Bayesian image restoration based on Markov 

Random Field (MRP) priors is a significant contribution by Geman and Geman in 

1984 [19] to the field of signal recovery. 

1.2 Goals 

The primary- goals of the dissertation project are to: 

• Develop super-resolution methods based on minimum cross-entropy. 
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• Investigate cross-entropy based super-resolution techniques from a Projection-

Onto-Convex-Sets (POCS) perspective. 

• Propose approximate sparse representations of signals to improve performance 

of super-resolution algorithms 

• Investigate and exploit the similarities in the space-decomposition schemes of 

multigrid methods and wavelet representations for super-resolution application. 

• Present a unified space-decomposition formulation that underlies some of the 

current "constrained" signal recover\- algorithms. 

1.3 Dissertation Outline 

The dissertation is comprised of five chapters. In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, the 

essentials of the super-resolution problem are outlined and the solution methodologies 

are discussed. Iterative techniques for super-resolution are discussed in Chapter -3. 

These include methods based on the least-squares principle and the minimum cross-

entropy principles. In Chapter 4, the importance of sparsity of signals in super-

resolution is outlined followed by discussion of approximate sparse representations of 

signals with significant background. Multigrid methods, wavelet representations and 

their application in super-resolution are described. Chapter 5 is a summary of the 

results and conclusions of the dissertation project. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SUPER-RESOLUTION: AN ILL-POSED INVERSE 

PROBLEM 

2.1 Linear Inverse Imaging: Problem Formulation 

An important group of scientific laws is that which expresses a relationship be

tween a cause and an effect referred to as input and output in physical problems, 

i.e. 

Effect = Law(Cause) (2 .1)  

Determining the effect, given the law and the cause, describes what is known as the 

direct problem. The inverse problem consists of finding the input (cause) from mea

surements on the output (effect). In order to have a solution to the inverse problem, 

not only must the "direct" operator, (Law), be known, but the "inverse" operator, 

(Law)~\ must eocist, be unique and continuous. This leads to the concept of well-

posed problems and ill-posed or incorrectly posed problems. A problem is well-posed, 

in the sense of Hadamard [20], if it has the property of continuous dependence of the 

solution on the measurements of effect. A problem is ill-posed if it is not well-posed in 

the sense of Hadamard. The complete formulation, including the three requirements 

of uniqueness, existence and continuity, was stated later by Courant and Hilbert in 
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1962 [21]. By the definition of direct and inverse problems based on physical cause-

effect principles, it can be stated that direct problems are, in general, well-posed while 

the corresponding inverse problems are, in general, ill-posed. Inverse problems are 

fundamental in several domains of applied science: optical astronomy, radio astron

omy, atmospheric remote sensing, microscopy, radar and sonar, seismology, medical 

diagnostics to mention a few. In signal and image processing, inverse problems are 

abundant, some examples include: signal and image recovery (signal and spectral 

extrapolation/interpolation, phase retrieval, signal recovery based on zero-crossings, 

signal recovery from triple correlations, image restoration and reconstruction), signal 

synthesis (computer generated holograms, pattern recognition filter design), spectral 

estimation, computer vision (edge detection and numerical differentiation, compu

tation of optical fiow, surface reconstruction, shape from shading, stereo matching) 

etc. References [22] and [23] provide excellent treatments of linear inverse problems 

in early vision and the applied sciences respectively. 

2.1.1 General Imaging Model 

Most linear inverse problems can be formulated as follows: assume that functional 

spaces X, (e.g. Hilbert spaces) are given and £ is a linear operator, C X ^ y. 

Let f £ X and g E y. The direct problem is given by 

9  =  C f .  (2.2) 
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The solution of the direct problem defines a linear mapping C from the space X to the 

space y. The data in this case are the elements of X and the solution are elements 

of y. The inverse problem is then formulated as: Given g ^y and a hnear operator 

C, find f ^ X such that equation (2.2) is satisfied. In this problem an element of X 

is an object (or a solution) and an element of 3^ is an image (or data). 

The inverse problem of equation (2 .2)  is well-posed in the sense of Hadamard if 

the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. The solution / is unique in X; 

2. The solution f € X exists for any g ^ y; 

•3. The inverse mapping : 3^ -> A' is continuous. 

Continuity means that, given any sequence {5"} converging to zero in the sense 

of the norm of 3^, the corresponding sequence converges to zero in the sense 

of the norm of X. The problem given by equation (2 .2)  is well-posed if and only if 

the operator C is injective (i.e. the equation Cf = 0 has only the trivial solution 

/ = 0 (uniqueness)) and it is onto y (existence). The general theorems of functional 

analysis ensure that the inverse mapping is also continuous. 

A well-posed problem is not necessarily robust against noise. A well-posed prob

lem, in order to have solutions that are robust against noise, must also be well-

conditioned. The requirement of continuity for a well-posed problem is related to the 

requirement of stability or robustness of the solution. Continuity is a necessary but 
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not sufficient condition for stability. A well-posed problem can be ill-conditioned. In 

the case of a well-posed problem, the propagation of relative errors from the data to 

the solution is controlled by the condition number. Let Sg denote a variation of the 

data g and Sf the corresponding variation of / = C~^g. Then 

\\9\\y < WmifWx 

\\5f\U < 

Hence 

< ||£||||£-'||!{^, (2.3) 

where a = ||£||||£~^|| > 1 is the condition number. When a is not too large the 

problem is said to be well-conditioned. 

The mathematical model that describes the physical process of image formation 

can be derived based on the scalar diffraction theory- of light [24]. The model that 

relates the complex field at the object plane and the observed complex field in the 

image plane, after certain approximations, can be written as 

u<,(x) = J dx! p(x,x')ui(x'), (2.4) 

where p(x) is the coherent impulse response of the optical system, \ii €. X = L-{'R,-) 

and Uo € are the complex fields at the object and image plane, respec

tively. This Is a special case of the celebrated Fredholm integral equation of the first 

kind of the type 

g { x )  =  /  d x '  h { x , x ' ) f { x ' ) ,  c  <  x  <  d ,  (2.5) 
J a  
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where the linear operator is defined as 

{C f ) {x ) ' ^  f  dx '  h {x , x ' ) f { x ' ) ,  c<x<d  (2.6) 
J a  

and the solution and data spaces are Hilbert spaces given by X — L-[a,b\ and y = 

L-[c,d\. The corresponding mathematical model describing an incoherent optical 

system is given by the integral equation 

^(x) = J dx! /i(x, x')/(x') (2.7) 

where h{ x )  |p(x)|^ is the incoherent point spread function (psf) of the system and 

f X and g G y are the object exitance and image irradiance from the object and 

at the image plane respectively. 

As an example of a coherent optical system, let the impulse response be shift-

invariant and have an ideal low pass frequency response. For u^, Uq 6 L-{TZ), the 

coherent imaging equation is written as 

Uo(x) = J dx 2/osinc (2/o(x - a:')) Ui(a:'). (2.8) 

The range space, Tl{C) ,  of the ideal low pass filter is the set of band-limited functions 

with bandwidth 2/o. It is a closed subspace of L-{71). The nullspace J^{C) of C is 

the set of solutions of £ui = 0, i.e. the set of all functions whose Fourier transform 

is zero on the band [—/o,/o]- These solutions are referred to by several names: null 

objects, ghost objects or invisible objects. The inverse problem is ill-posed due to the 

fact that the operator C is not injective. In addition, the solution may not exist due 
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to the presence of noise. The corresponding incoherent problem for f , g €  L ~ { T Z )  is 

g { x )  =  J  d x '  |2/osinc(2/o(x -x')) (2.9) 

The inverse problem is ill-posed for the same reasons of non-uniqueness and non

existence. The problems given by equation (2.8) and equation (2.9) are referred to 

as one-dimensional super-resolution problems for the coherent and incoherent cases 

respectively. 

The ill-posedness of the super-resolution problem, or in general any linear inverse 

problem, is a property of the triple {C,X,y]. For example, a problem is ill-posed 

because the space y is too broad. A probable solution would be to modify the 

space y such that the ill-posed problem becomes well-posed. However, this is not 

possible since the space y must be large enough to contain the exact data and the 

measurement data. The discrepancy between the exact and the measurement data is 

prevalent in almost all practical situations. The linear inverse problem is then given 

by 

g  =  C f Q n ,  (2.10) 

where n is the noise function and O is a point operator. In general, the set of 

exact data, y = is a subset of y. Hence, if it is known that the set of 

measurement data does not coincide with the set of exact data, the existence condition 

is not satisfied and the inverse problem is ill-posed. In practical circumstances, it is 

convenient to modify the space X, based on the available a priori information about 
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the properties of the solution, for e.g. support of /, existence of the derivatives of / 

etc. 

2.1.2 Discrete-Discrete Linear Imaging Model 

The continuous-continuous mathematical model describing an incoherent imaging 

system, given by equation (2.7) in the previous sub-section, is limited from a practical 

point-of-vie\v. It does not take into account the discrete nature of most sensing 

mechanisms. A more appropriate model, when the measurement device has an in

built sampling, is the continuous-discrete model given by 

9i = (g)i = Jdx' /i,(x')/(x') i = 1, 2, iV. (2.11) 

The continuous-discrete model is the most realistic model from a practical and physi

cal point-of-view. However, since the continuous object is to be estimated on a digital 

computer only approximations to the object are possible. Further, in order to take 

advantage of techniques from linear algebra and numerical analysis a more useful 

model is a discrete-discrete mathematical model. Indeed, the remainder of the dis

sertation assumes a discrete-discrete mathematical model. Let Qf, = -^Z represent 

a one-dimensional grid and assume that the object f is bounded by a unit segment. 

Hence corresponds to a grid of 2^ = N sample locations, see Figure 2.1. The 

object f, image g and noise n are defined on the grid i.e., f € Xi, g € 3^/:, where 

yi Qi Let H : Xl y'l, be a linear operator that maps the elements of 

the object space to the elements of the exact data space 3^^. The imaging system 
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Unit Length 
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L = 2 

Figure 2.1: One-dimensional grids with the object f bounded by a unit segment. 

can be described by the discrete-discrete imaging model, 

g  =  H f Q n ,  (2.12) 

where O is a pointwise operator. If f, g and n are represented as column vec

tors of dimensions N (i.e. f = {fo fi ••• /jV-i)S S = iUo Oi Sn-iV and 

n = (no ni ••• n^v-i)') H -- {hij) i, j = 0, •••, N — I is a. N x N matri.x; 

describing the impulse response of the imaging system, the imaging system can be 

described by the model 

jV-l  

9i = ® z = 0, 1, • - •, iV - 1. (2.13) 
j=0 

In all incoherent imaging applications, it is often assumed that the object space 

and the exact data space 3^^ consist of nonnegative elements (vectors) of /"(51i,). This 

i s  s a t i s f i ed  by  t he  su f f i c i en t  r equ i r emen t s ,  f j  >  0  \ / j  and  h i j  > 0  Vz ,  j .  
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The discrete-discrete imaging equation, (equation (2.12) or equation (2.13)). is 

one of the most frequently encountered system of equations in the field of image 

processing. Image recovery problems, in particular image reconstruction and restora

tion, often assume this model as the first step in the solution of inverse problems. 

The reader is directed to references [25], [26] and [27] for excellent expositions on 

image recovery. The field of image restoration [28], [29] and [30] is concerned with 

the estimation of an object from its blurred (distorted) and/or noisy rendition. The 

problem of removing noise is often referred to as image de-noising. Blurring is due 

to the image formation process. It could be caused due to relative motion between 

the optical system and the object, optical system that is out of focus, atmospheric 

turbulence, aberrations in the optical system, scattering effects or ultimately due to 

the diffraction effects of the optical system. Noise in the imaging process is often 

introduced by the transmission medium, recording medium, measurement errors and 

quantization effects. 

Let the discrete-discrete imaging equation given by equation (2.12) describe a 

diffraction-limited imaging system. The point spread function {hij) describing the 

optical system, is the inverse Fourier transform of the OTF of the diffraction-limited 

optical system. The OTF of the diffraction-limited system goes to zero beyond some 

maximum spatial frequency, commonly referred to as the cutoff frequency of the sys

tem. .\ny spatial frequency information of f which lies beyond this cutoff frequency 

is not transferred to the image g. Commonly used methods of image restoration 
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(e.g., Wiener filter) cannot recover information beyond the diffraction limit cut-off 

of spatial frequencies. Any estimation procedure which is capable of recovering ob

ject information beyond the diffraction limit is called a super-resolution algorithm. 

Obviously, super-resolution is a special problem within the general field of image 

restoration. The general objectives of super-resolution processing are to: 

1. restore the object in the OTF passband, and 

2. recover some of the object spectral content beyond the system cutoff 

The following items are some of the essential properties of any super-resolution algo

rithm: 

1. The algorithm must be linear shift-variant or nonlinear. This is a necessary (but 

not sufficient) condition. Information below the diffraction limit must be used 

as part of the process of constructing object information beyond the diffraction 

limit. Only a linear shift-variant or nonlinear process can accomplish this. 

2. There must be some measure of data-fidelity, i.e., the solution must satisfy the 

imaging equation and reconstruct the available image data to within the limits 

of accuracy imposed by noise. This obviously must be a fidelity metric acting 

below the diffraction limit. 

3. E.xisting a priori knowledge about the object must be incorporated into the 

formulation of the problem as constraints on the estimate of the object. For 
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example, object positivity is a common constraint for incoherent image forma

tion. 

Each of these three characteristics play a separate role in the effective workings 

of a super-resolution algorithm. Nonlinearity constructs spatial frequencies beyond 

the diffraction limit. This spectral extrapolation is not meaningful, unless they are 

consistent with a priori information and simultaneously do not violate data-fidelity 

requirements below the diffraction limit. Obviously, the more complete and accurate 

the a priori constraints are, the better can be our expectations of the accuracy of 

bandwidth extension. 

There is another essential aspect of super-resolution which has not been adequately 

discussed in the literature. It is a practical, rather than theoretical issue: the necessity 

for proper interpolation of the object estimate constructed by a super-resolution 

algorithm. It is usually an unstated assumption that the image is sampled at a rate 

greater than the required Xyquist frequency of the diffraction limit cut-off spatial 

frequency. If the image data is oversampled, the super-resolution process has sufficient 

"room" above the Nyquist frequency for the new spatial frequency estimates created 

by the nonlinear estimation process. However in almost all applications, due to 

storage and transmission limitations, the image captured by the optical system will 

be N'yquist sampled and not oversampled. Under such circumstances, application 

of a super-resolution algorithm results in severely aliased estimates of the object. 

The aliasing is a result of insufficient bandwidth for spectral extrapolation. This 
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problem can be addressed by appropriately modifying the discrete-discrete imaging 

model of equation (2.12). Let the sets = -^Z and Q.i-\ = represent nested 

one-dimensional grids with the object = f being bounded by a unit segment. 

Hence Q-i and correspond to grids of 2^ and 2^"^ sample locations respectively. 

Figure 2.1. The object ff, is defined on the grid (i.e., f E C ) and 

Hi : Xl y'i, is the linear operator that maps the elements of the object space 

Xi to the elements of the exact data space y'^ C In addition, a linear 

operator Ri : /"(fii,) /'-(Qi,_i) is defined. This operator, referred to as a restriction 

operator, models the pre-filtering and Nyquist-sampling of the electronic sensing 

device. The restriction operator could be a simple down-sampling operation or an 

averaging followed by down-sampling operation. The image and noise, g£,_i and ni,_i 

are defined on the grid where g/,_i 6 y^-i C /•^(Q£,_i). The Nyquist-sampled 

imaging system can now be described by the discrete-discrete imaging model, 

gL-i = [RcHi i i ]  O (2-14) 

Hence, based on the physical situation, an appropriate model (either equation (2.12) 

or equation (2.14)) for the discrete-discrete imaging system is selected. In the remain

der of the dissertation, the discrete-discrete imaging model given by equation (2.12) 

is assumed unless otherwise stated, i.e. it is assumed that the image is oversampled 

and the super-resolution process has sufficient "room" above the Xyquist frequency 

for the new spatial frequency estimates created bj' the nonlinear estimation process. 
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2.2 Linear Inverse Imaging: Solution Methodology 

The linear inverse imaging problem given by the discrete-discrete imaging model in 

equa t ion  (2 .12 )  cou ld  be  we l l -posed  o r  i l l - posed  depend ing  on  the  t r i p l e  {H ,  X^ ,  y i } -

If well-posed, the problem could be ill-conditioned depending on the condition number 

of the matrix H and, hence, the distribution of the singular values of H. Several 

methods have been proposed for solving ill-posed imaging problems in the past and 

numerous new methods continue to appear in current literature. It would be next 

to impossible to outline each and every technique proposed. However, a general 

statement can be made on the underlying concepts of all the methods for solving an 

inverse problem: 

Any  so lu t ion  t echn ique  fo r  an  i l l - cond i t i oned  and /or  i l l -posed  i nver se  imag ing  

problem essentially comprises of modifying the spaces and/or Xi to restore the 

well-conditionedness and/or well-posedness of the problem based on any and all in

formation available on the imaging model, the linear operator H, the object and the 

statistical properties of noise in the measurement data. 

The common strategy for solving an image recovery problem comprises of satisfy

ing two requirements: (a) the estimate is consistent with the measurement data and 

(b) the estimate is consistent with any a priori information available on the object. 

Item (a) is commonly referred to as data-fidelity or data-consistency and item (b) is 

referred to as prior-discrepancy. Information available to image recovery procedures 
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can be broadly classified into three categories: a) Flexible Constraints, b) Rigid 

Constraints and c) Fuzzy Constraints. The data-fidelity and prior-discrepancy re

quirements are satisfied based on information available in the form of flexible, rigid 

and fuzzy constraints. Flexible constraints are usually presented in the form of opti

mization functional. The estimate obtained from the image recovery procedure must 

be optimal in some sense. The flexible constraints do not place any requirements on 

the optimal value of the functional provided it is optimal. Rigid constraints, on the 

other hand, place "direct" requirements on specific properties of the estimate. Op-

timality is a non-issue. An estimate that satisfies a fuzzy constraint is an element 

in the constraint set with the highest membership value. Fuzzy constraints could 

be considered as an example of flexible constraints or it could be considered as a 

generalization of rigid constraints. However, due to its uniqueness, it is categorized 

into a separate category. Membership values of fuzzy sets are defined in the range 

[0.0, 1.0]. However, if the membership values are defined in the set {0.0, 1.0}, fuzzy 

constraints reduce to rigid constraints. Image recovery based on fuzzy constraints 

has not received much attention in the literature. Limited work has been done in the 

past, see for example the references [31] and [32]. 

2.2.1 Data-Fidelity RequiTements 

The data-fidelity requirement ensures that the estimate is consistent with the 

measurement data. This requirement is satisfied by utilizing information on the 
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mathematical model of the imaging problem, the operator of the corresponding di

rect problem and statistical properties of the noise in the measurement data. Often, 

in practical situations when the measurement data is different from the exact data, 

the linear system of equations become inconsistent. Flexible constraints are com

monly employed in such circumstances. Let S denote the solution space comprising 

of elements that satisfy the constraints. Some examples of flexible constraint sets 

are listed below: S = {f | ||g — = Min}, 5 = (f | Z)(g, Hi) = Min} where 

D{», •) is a distance measure, «S = {f | lnp(g/f) = Max} where lnp(g/f) is the log-

likelihood quantity in statistical estimation theory. Rigid constraints used in image 

recovery literature include: 5 = (f | g = i/f}, 5 = (f | — (i^f)il < di, Vi} where 

the quantities Si are decided based on the noise properties, 5 = {f | ||g — Hi\\l < d} 

and in general 5 = (f | £?(g, Hi) < ci'}. 

2.2.2 Prior-Discrepancy Requirements 

In image recovery- problems, often one has some a priori information about the 

object that is estimated. It is essential to include this information in the estimation 

procedure to achieve super-resolution. A priori information could be available in the 

form of flexible constraints, rigid constraints or fuzzy constraints. These constraints 

essentially modify the object space Examples of flexible constraint sets are: 

5  =  { f  I  | | f | | 2  =  M i n ;  M i n  / ^ - N o r m } ,  5  =  { f  |  E j \ f j \  =  M i n ;  M i n  / ^ - N o r m } ,  S  =  

|f I — /jln/j = Max; Maximum Entropyj, 5 = |f | D{{, f) = Minj where f 
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is an a priori guess of the object, 5 = {f | Inp(f) = Max: Bayesian Methods}. 

Minimum Description Length etc. A Priori rigid constraints in image recovery- are 

in abundance. Closed convex constraint sets, common in Projection-Onto-Convex-

Sets (POCS) literature and its generalization, sieves, are referred to here as rigid 

constraint sets. A partial listing of some of the rigid constraint sets would include: 

5 = {f I ||f||2 < where 6 is an upper bound on the energy of the estimate. S = 

(f I ||Cf||2 < ()} where C is derivative-type of operator, S = {f | e; < // < Vj} 

where e; and are the lower and upper bounds, respectively, on the value of the 

estimate. 

2.2.3 Summary 

In summary, data-fidelity and prior-discrepancy requirements can be satisfied by 

flexible, rigid or fuzzy constraints. Based on the availability of information and its 

type, a summary of the combinations is listed in Table 2.1. Fuzzy constraints, al

though of equal importance, are intentionally dropped from this list. As a concluding 

remark, it must be emphasized that this classification of the solution methodology-

based on the constraint type is artificial. It is possible to equivalently state a rigid 

constraint as a flexible constraint or vice-versa in a problem formulation/solution. As 

a typical example, the following problem, that uses a rigid and a flexible constraint, 

f = argmjLx -^/, ln/; (2.15) 
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Data Fidelity Prior Discrepancy 

Rigid 

Rigid 

Flexible 

Flexible 

Flexible 

Rigid 

Rigid 

Flexible 

Table 2.1: Solution types of linear inverse imaging problems. 

where <S = (f | ||g — //fill < can be equivalently stated solely as a flexible con

straint problem 

where A is a constant related to S .  

2.3 Distance Measures 

Optimization functionals for the data-fidelity requirement often comprise of a 

distance measure between the measurement data and the estimated data. Similarly 

if a prior guess of the estimate is available a distance measure between the priori 

guess and the estimate serves as an optimization functional. 

f = arg mm ||g - Hi\\l + A ^ In fj, 
J 

(2.16) 
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2.3.1 Metric Distance Measures 

A distance measure that is more prevalent primarily due to its mathematical rig

orous definition and ease of quantitative manipulation is the metric distance measure. 

A metric space is a pair {X, p) consisting of a set X and a metric distance p on X, that 

is, a function defined on the Cartesian product X y. X such that for all x, y, z G X: 

1. p is single-valued, finite and a real function 

2. Positive-Definite: p(x ,  y) > 0, p(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y 

3. Symmetry: p(x, y) = p(y, x) 

4. Triangle Inequality: p(x, z) < p(x, y) -f- p(y, z) 

In addition, a fourth property, viz., Trauislation Invariance, is sometimes satisfied 

by some metrics. This property is stated as p(x+z, y+z) = p(x, y). An example of a 

metric is the Euclidean norm. Let X — , then p, the Euclidean norm, is defined as 

p(x, y) = ||x — y||2 = ~ Ui)'- Metric distance measures, as stated above, are 

quantitatively attractive. However, subjectively, they are a poor distortion measure in 

numerous applications. Distance measures with less stringent requirements have been 

used in a variety of applications to measure the dissimilarity between two quantities. 

These measures may satisfy only the positive-definite property of a metric. However 

these measures have other superior subjective or objective properties. Generalized 
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distance measures (or Bregman distances) are one such significant class of distance 

measures with their own associated properties. 

2.3.2 Generalized Distance Measures 

Let be a strictly convex, continuously difFerentiable function from some closed 

convex  subse t s  X C to  the  r ea l s  TZ ,  (p  :  X  TZ .  From i p ,  a  d i s t ance  measu re  D 

is obtained via the construction ([33]) 

Z?(x, y) = p{x) - ip{y) - <V(^(y), x - y), (2.17) 

where (a, b) is the inner product defined in TZ'^ . This distance may be 

interpreted as the difference between ip{x) and the value at x of a linearized approx

imation of p around y a5 shown in Figure 2.2. If (f satisfies additional properties 

outlined by Bregman (cf. [33], [34]), then the function (p is called a Bregman function 

and the distance obtained via the construction (equation (2.17)) is called a general

ized distance (or a Bregman Distance). Similar distances were derived by Rao and 

Nayak in [35]. The generalized distance satisfies the positive-definite property of a 

metric distance but may not necessarily satisfy the symmetry and triangle inequality. 

The generalized distance is, however, unique due to an important property that is 

stated in the form of a theorem below (Theorem 2.1). Given any Bregman function 

and a closed convex set C C TZ^, a projection operator V onto C can be defined as 

X = "Py arg min £>(x. y). (2-18) 
° xe.vnc ^ ' 
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Figure 2.2: Graphical interpretation of a generalized distance measure. 

The projection operator is generally nonorthogonal and is referred to as a generalized 

projection (or Bregman projection, D-projection). The existence and uniqueness of 

Bregman projection is guaranteed by the strict convexity of 9 [34]. The important 

property of Bregman projections is outlined in the form of the following theorem: 

Theorem 2.1 (Pythagorean) For a closed convex set C C 7?.'^ and vector y € A', 

y ^ C, let Vy & C be the vector that achieves the minimum distance to y, i.e., 

D{Vy, y) = minxec D{x, y). Then 

D(x, y) > D(x, V y )  +  D { V y ,  y) 

f o r  a l l  X  G  C .  

Proof: Reference [33]. A 
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D(ly) 

D( X. y) D ( x , y )  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3: Pythagorean property of generalized distances. 

One important consequence of this theorem becomes apparent when dealing with 

convergence issues of iterative schemes based on Bregman projections onto closed con

vex sets. Suppose, there exists a sequence x" G C that yields D(x", y) —> D(x, y). 

Then from the Pythagorean Theorem, Z)(x", x) —> 0 as well. In summary, general

ized distance measures satisfy the positive-definite property of a metric: D{x., y) > 0. 

D{x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y. The projections induced by these distances onto 

closed convex sets exist and are unique and they satisfy the Pythagorean property 

shown in Figure 2.3. 
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2.3.3 Squared-Euclidean Distance and Cross-Entropic Distances 

A common example of the Bregman distance is the squared-Euclidean distance. 

Let X, y 6 and (^(x) = ||x||2 be the Bregman function. The generalized 

distance constructed from the Bregman function is the squared-Euclidean distance 

given as 

Dse{y~, y) = ||x - y\\1 = - yi)-, (2.19) 
i 

where the subscript se denotes "Squared-Euclidean". Similarly, if x, y £ X — 

are nonnegative vectors (zeroes are included) and 9(x) = X^jXilnx, is the Bregman 

function, then the generalized distance is given by 

^«(x, y) = X] +yi- (2.20) 

where the subscript ce denotes "Cross-Entropy" and the conventions, 01n(0/(/) = 0 

and xln(j:/0) = oo, based on continuity arguments are used. This distance is known 

by several names: cross-entropy, Csiszar's /-divergence, Kullback-Leibler (KL) dis

tance etc. It is a generalization of Kullback's divergence (or relative entropy, infor

mation divergence or discrimination information) for probability masses or densities 

in information theory and statistics [36]. Indeed if x, y & X where X = {x|x G 

= 1-0} and v'(x) = Inxj then the generalized distance is given by 

/^re(x, y) = J^Xiln , (2.21) 

where the subscript re denotes "Relative-Entropy". The cross-entropy distance is an 

example of a generalized distance where the symmetry property of a metric is not 
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satisfied, i.e., Dcei^, y) 7^ Dceiy, x). The squared-Euclidean distance and cross-

entropy however satisfy the Pythagorean property. A contour plot of the distances 

£>5e(x, x), Z)ce(x, x) and Dce(x, x) for X, X € 7^1 with x = (255.0 255.0)' is 

shown in Figure 2.4 and the properties of the cross-entropy distances are outlined 

in .Appendix B. During the dissertation defense, one of the committee members. 

Dr. Harrison H. Barrett, suggested an interesting relation between the cross-entropy 

distances and the weighted squared-Euclidean distance. The cross-entropy distances 

are shown to appro.ximate to weighted squared-Euclidean distances. His detailed 

derivation is outlined in .Appendix C. 

The generalized distances: squared-Euclidean distance, relative entropy and cross-

entropy have been used in flexible constraints in varied inverse problems. The prin

ciples of inference based on these distances are commonly referred to as method 

of least-squares, minimum discrimination information and minimum cross-entropy 

principle respectively. These principles have been analyzed independently by several 

people in the pursuit of deciding a "good" selection method for solving optimiza

tion problems. Generalizing the work of Shore and Johnson [37] for relative-entropy, 

Csiszar, in an excellent exposition [38], outlined a collection of axioms that a distance 

measure may be required to possess. (Similar axiomatic principles for distance mea

sures were developed independently by Jones and Byrne [39].) Based on the axioms 

he concluded the following principles to be the unique selection principles for the 

corresponding spaces X with x, y S X: 
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Method of Least Squares (.se) x = n^ 

Mill. Discrimination Information (re) X = {x|x € = 1-0} 

Min. Cross-Entropy (ce) A' = 7^^ 

The axioms that the measures possess are a) Regularity (Consistency, Distinctness 

and Continuity), b) Locality, c) Composition Consistency. 

To very loosely quote Csiszar: consistency of an inference rule is a postulate that if 

X is selected to satisfy some constraints and it also satisfies some stronger constraints, 

then the added constraints do not motivate changing x; distinctness is a technical 

postulate that two pieces of information should lead to different conclusions about x 

unless both are irrelevant; continuity is a postulate that the restriction of a distance 

measure to subspaces is continuous; locality is a postulate that if the domain of the 

functions of interest is partitioned into disjoint subsets on each of which constraints 

are imposed that only affect that subset, then the function to be selected x can 

be constructed piecewise using on each subset the constraints for that subset; and 

composition consistency is a postulate that if information specifies the individual 

components in system composed of two components but says nothing about their 

interaction, then the inference rule should lead to the correct result if the components 

do not interact. 
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Figure 2.4: Contour plots of distances: (a) Dse{x., x), (b)Dce(x, x), (c) Dce(x, x). 
X = (250 250)'. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SUPER-RESOLUTION: ITERATIVE TECHNIQUES 

3.1 Method of Projections (MOP) 

The method of projections belongs to a class of elegant and popular techniques for 

solving estimation problems in signal processing. The history of projection methods 

goes back to von Neumann's alternating projection theorem for two dosed linear 

manifolds in 1950 [40]. This was extended to multiple closed linear manifolds by 

Halperin in 1962 [41] and to convex sets (POCS) by Bregman in 1965 [42]. The 

method of projections was introduced to the signal processing community by Youla 

in 1978 [43]. Following the paper by Youla there was an upsurge of interest and in 

the number of publications in the method of projections. The method of alternating 

projections has found applications in statistics and information theory (cf. [44]). 

The extension of POCS to nonconvex constraint sets, commonly known as method 

of generalized projections, was proposed by .A.. Levi and H. Stark in 1987 [45]. A 

large number of important contributions in theorj- and applications are reviewed in 

the tutorial papers by Sezan [46], Combettes [47] and Stark & Sezan [48]. A list 

of significant technical publications on the method of projections is presented in 

Table 3.1. 
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1950 .J. von Neumann [40] 

1962 B. Halperin [41] 

1965 L. M. Bregman [42] 

1967 L. G. Gubin, B. T. Polyak and E. V. Raik [49] 

1967 L. M. Bregman [33] 

1978 D. Youla [43] 

1982 D. Youla and H. Webb [50] 

1984 I. Csiszar and G. TusnMy [44] 

1987 A. Levi and H. Stark [45] 

1993 P. L. Combettes [47] 

1994 Y. Censor and T. Elfving [51] 

Table 3.1: Significant publications on method of projections in chronological order. 

3.1.1 Preliminaries and Notations 

Let be a Hilbert space (for e.g. C'-{TZ) or the :V-dimensional vector space 7^'^'). 

Suppose that X is a. closed convex set in Ti and let y be an arbitrary element in H. 

Then there exists a unique element x. E X such that 

min Dse{x, y) ='' min [jx - y\\l = ||x - y||5 {{Vy - y \ \ l  (3.1) 

where : H —> X is the projection operator projecting onto X. Given a projection 

operator : V, —>• X, the corresponding relaxed projection operator is defined 

as =*^1+ — X), where A > 0 and X is the identity operator. For A ^ 1, T"® 

is not a projection operator. 
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3.1.2 Method of Successive Projections (MOSP) 

The MOSP (or POCS when the constraint sets are convex) entails sequentially 

projecting the current estimate onto the constraint sets in a cyclic manner. This 

procedure is shown in Figure 3.1 (a) for the case of two constraint sets. In the special 

case of convex constraint sets, a fundamental theorem e.xists that is stated as follows: 

Theorem 3.1 (Fundamental Theorem of POCS) Let f e 6e the unknown 

object and Cm C m = 1, 2, • • •, M, be closed convex constraint sets. It is desired 

to  f i nd  an  e s t ima te  f  o / f  t ha t  sa t i s f i e s  a l l  t he  cons t ra in t  s e t s ,  i . e .  f  £C^= nm=i^ fn -

Let 

P^"r = argmin D,e(f, P) =^argmin ||f-r||:i (3.2) 
icCm tfcCfn 

where n is the iteration count. The fundamental theorem of POCS states that the 

sequence generated by 

^ VZVft.y... Vl't, forn = 0, L ... (3.3) 

or more generally by 

= VrVr-i • • • forn = 0, L ... (3.4) 

where T^s are the relaxed projection operators with 0 < X < 2, converges to a point 

f in the intersection set C, for an arbitrary initialization f°. 

Proof: Gubin et. al. in 1967 [49] and Youla in 1978 [43]. A 
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A 
f 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.1; (a) Method of Successive Projections (MOSP), (b) Method of Parallel 
Projections (MOPP). 

There are three practical aspects that need to be addressed when using POCS: 

1. Effect of choice of f° 

2. Non-intersecting constraint sets, C = 0 

3. Choice of A. 

If the constraint set C has more than one element, then the convergence of POCS 

depends on the choice of P. However, if C = 0 then convergence of POCS depends 

on the order of the projections. The choice of the value of A is in general a difficult 

task. It is often decided experimentally. The optimum value of A is usually chosen 

so as to improve the rate of convergence, see for e.g. [48]. 
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Some commonly used convex constraint sets are given below, followed by a brief 

outline of the GP super-resolution algorithm which is essentially a POCS technique. 

Let % be the infinite-dimensional space of square-integrable functions, C-{TZ). Ex

amples of convex constraints sets are 

•  £„)  =  { / ( x )  e  £- (7^ )  I e i  <  f {x )  <  

•  C { X )  =  { f i x )  6 C^n)  I f i x )  = 0 for X ^ A'} 

•  CiB '=)  =  [ f i x )  e  £2(7^) I f i x )  f i u )  = 0 for u ^ B} 

•  C i B )  =  { f i x )  €  C - i T Z )  I fix) f^iu) = g^iu) for u  6 B} .  

The basic procedure of the GP algorithm consists of iterations between the space 

domain and the frequency domain, satisfying constraints in both domains until a 

convergent solution is achieved. The GP algorithm starts with the Fourier transform 

g^iu), of the data gix). g^iu) has spatial frequency information of the object within 

the passband, but is zero outside the passband. The goal of this algorithm is to 

extrapolate the bandwidth with the additional knowledge that the object is space-

limited. g^iu) is inverse Fourier transformed and then the support constraint is 

applied. The result is now Fourier transformed and spatial frequencies within the 

passband are replaced with those of the initial g^iu). This cycle is repeated until 

convergence. In operator notation 

/""'(«) = 9''M + [1 - B.JSnf" in), (3.5) 



where 

{ C f ) { x )  =  r e c t ( ^ ^ ^ / ( x )  

{BucI'') (") = rect /''(")• 

The algorithm can be equivalently written as a POCS algorithm: 

for n = 0, 1. ... and = g^'iu), 

where 

1. Cai -W,  W)  =  { f i x )  6 C^{n)  I f i x )  = 0 for X > PFand x  < - W }  

2. Cbi -Uc ,  Uc)  = [ f i x )  G £-(7^) I  f i x )  f ' ^ i u )  = (jr^(u) for - Uc < u  < Uc}-

3.1.3 Method of Parallel Projections (MOPP) 

The sequential nature of the MOSP presents certain drawbacks: (a) MOSP is not 

amenable to implementation on a parallel machine, (b) The choice of relaxation pa

rameter, A, is not a trivial task and (c) Questions of convergence and the properties of 

limit point become important issues when the convex constraint sets are inconsistent, 

i.e. C = 0, (for e.g. when the data are noise-impaired). 

The Method of Parallel Projections (MOPP) was proposed by Combettes in 

1993 [47] to alleviate these shortcomings. In this scheme, each iteration cycle com

prises of simultaneous projections of the current estimate onto the constraint sets 
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followed by a (relaxed) convex combination of the projections. The procedure is 

shown pictorially in Figure 3.1 (b). The MOPP for convex constraint sets is per

formed as: 

where 

= argmm J(f) 

argmin ^ f) 
m=l 

= argmin - f\\l 
171=1 

and its relaxed version is written as: 

^ fse-^ (3 

where X + \{V^^ 0 < A < 2, J is the identity operator and Y,m = 1-0 

are the weights that place relative importance on the constraint sets. The .\IOPP 

finds a point in the set of the global minimizers of ./(f); i.e. a point that is at a 

minimal weighted distance from the constraint sets. Cimmino's algorithm for solving 

a linear system of equations is an example of the MOPP [47]. 

3.2 Statistical Estimation Methods 

Following the notations introduced in the previous chapter, let the object f^,. 

image g/, and noise n^, be defined on the grid i.e., f 6 Xl-. g € yi-. where 
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'^L: yi ^ Let Hi : Xl 3^^, be a linear operator that maps the elements of 

the object space to the elements of the exact data space 3^^. The imaging system 

is described by the discrete-discrete imaging model 

The subscript, L ,  will be dropped from the notations henceforth, but will be rein

troduced in the following chapter. The point spread function h, described by the 

Toeplitz matrix H, is the inverse Fourier transform of the OTF of the diffraction-

limited optical system. The OTF goes to zero beyond some maximum spatial fre

quency, commonly referred to as the cutoff frequency of the system. Any spatial 

frequency information of f which lies beyond this cutoff frequency is not transferred 

to the exact image iff. It is assumed that the object space Xl, the exact data space 

y'[^ and the measurement data space y^, consist of nonnegative elements of 

.3.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimations 

Let p(g/f) be the probability density function of g conditioned on f. The ML 

estimate is obtained by maximizing the log-likelihood function, lnp(g/f): 

g£, = Hih O n£,. (3.8) 

i.e. xi, y'[^, y^ = where n = 2^. 

f = arg max lnp(g/f). 

Assuming independent Poisson statistics, the ML estimate is given by 

(3.9) 

f ^ arg max s TT 
I i 
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= arg max (jlHT.jhijfj) - {.Zjhijfj)] . (3.10) 

Note that the assumption of Poisson statistics restricts the measurement data space 

to comprise of nonnegative elements. Poisson measurement statistics are common 

in several imaging applications: photon-limited optical imaging system, microscopy 

applications, Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Single Photon Emission Com

puted Tomography (SPECT) etc. Imaging situations where non-Poisson measure

ment statistics are assumed are discussed elsewhere (cf. [28], [52]). The ML estima

tion problem given by equation (3.10), is an analytically intractable problem. There is 

no direct solution to the problem and hence one must resort to numerical techniques. 

3.2.2 Expectation-Maximization (Estimate-Maximize) 

The Expectation-Maximization (EM) technique, proposed by Dempster, Laird 

and Rubin in 1977 [18] to solve ML estimation problems for incomplete data, is an 

extremely effective computational tool. The EM method was introduced in PET 

applications by Shepp & Vardi [53], [54] and Lange & Carson [55] to obtain an 

iterative solution to the ML problem. Similarly, the EM approach was taken to 

solve a nonnegatively constrained super-resolution problem by Holmes in 1988 [56], 

[57]. .Additional independent work on the application of the EM technique to solving 

deblurring problems have been reported, [58]—[61]. The celebrated EM method ap

plied to the imaging model equation (3.8), results in the following iterative algorithm, 
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Poisson-EM algorithm, for independent Poisson statistics: 

f" 
r n + l  _  •'j 

j ~ h h i  h i j  • i  " i j  
hij V j, for n = 0. 1, ... (3.11) 

The EM algorithm for the imaging model 

g£,-i = [RiHifL] 0 ni:_i. (3.12) 

discussed in Chapter 2, for RlHc is given as: 

Vj, for n = 0, 1, ... (3.13) 

It must be emphasized that the term "EM algorithm" is a misnomer. Expectation-

Maximization is not an algorithm. It is an effective tool to generate algorithms. In 

addition, it does not result in an unique algorithm. Depending on the choice of the 

hidden or complete data space [18], [62], one can obtain different algorithms for a 

ML estimation problem. The unique property of algorithms derived using this tool is 

the implicit monotonic nondecreasing property of the log-likelihood functional. The 

popularity of the EM method is evident from the number of technical publications on 

this method. A sample listing includes variations of the EM technique ([63]—[68]), 

convergence studies ([69], [70], [71]) and noise properties of the Poisson-EM algorithm 

In the early 1970's, Richardson [13] and Lucy [14], independently arrived at the 

iterative procedure given by equation (3.11). They had however derived the iterative 

procedure by treating the normalized irradiance distribution of the object and im

age as probability mass functions, and the point spread function as the conditional 

([72], [73], [74]). 
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density from the object plane to the image plane. This iterative algorithm to solve 

a deconvolution problem is often referred to as the Richardson/Lucy (RL) algorithm 

in the astronomical community. Depending on the application, the iterative proce

dure given by equation (3.11) is known as a Poisson-EM algorithm (medical imaging 

literature) or the RL algorithm (astronomical literature). 

3.2.3 Constrained ML and MAP Estimations 

ML criterion for restoration of images based on the imaging model given by equa

tion (3.8), results in severe noise amplification. Constrained ML and MAP (or equiva-

lently Penalized ML) estimation methods have been proposed to address this problem 

at the expense of the resolution of the restored images. Stopping the iterative meth

ods before convergence ([~5]—[79]), introducing a smoothing step at the end of every 

EM step [80], employing Grenander's method of sieves ([81], [82], [83]), or method of 

resolution kernels ([83], [84], [85]) are some examples of constrained ML estimation 

methods employed commonly in image reconstruction and restoration. Penalized ML 

techniques incorporate an additional smoothness or regularization term to the log-

likelihood functional. In MAP methods the smoothness functional takes the form of 

a log-o priori density function, for e.g. Poisson prior, Gaussian priors or more gener

ally MRF priors. Several penalized ML schemes have been proposed for independent 

Poisson log-likelihood (cf. [86]—[98]). 
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3.3 Cross-Entropic Distance Based Super-Resolution 

The Poisson-EM (RL) algorithm for obtaining a ML estimate belongs to a more 

general class of super-resolution methods. This class, in its elementary form, consists 

of methods using cross-entropy distance measures as flexible constraint for the data-

consistency term and a rigid constraint set of nonnegative elements for the prior-

discrepancy term. 

3.3.1 Maximum Data Fidelity Based on Flexible Constraints 

The cross-entropy distance measure, as discussed in the previous chapter, does 

not satisfy the symmetry property. Hence, there are two problem formulations based 

on the two cross-entropy distances for the data-consistency term. 

Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: A 

f = arg min <&(f) 

= arg min £)ce(g, Hi) 

arg mm (3.14) 

Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: B 

f = arg min $(f) 

= arg min dce{hi, g) 
fCl7-V 

arg mm 
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It can be shown ([99] and Appendix D) that the minimization problem given by 

equation (3.14), is equivalent to the ML estimation problem given by equation (3.10). 

The algebraic super-resolution problem, equation (3.15), however has no statistical 

equivalent. The optimization functional in equations (3.14) and (3.15) are shown to 

be convex functionals in Appendix E. Hence, the necessary and sufficient conditions 

for f to be a global optimizer (not necessarily unique) are: 

d f j  
a$(f) 

As in the solution for the ML problem earlier, the two optimizations are analytically 

intractable and hence numerical methods have to be resorted to. In this disserta

tion, two numerical methods that will be constantly employed are: (a) Alternating 

Projections (AP) [44] and (b) Picard-type iterations (cf. [100]). 

Alternating projections (AP) is a unique method for solving optimization prob

lems. Several instances of alternating projections have appeared in the literature 

[101], [102], [103]. Indeed, the EM technique is a special case of the alternating pro

jections, [44], [104]. However, a general algorithm with general convergence results 

was presented in [44]. 

Let X  and y  be two convex sets with x. E X  and y € iV, as shown in Figure 3.2. 

The problem is to find the minimum distance between the two convex sets for all 
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Y 

x~ 

Figure 3.2: Alternating projections between two convex sets. 

elements -x.e x and y € 3^, i.e., 

y') = minmin D(x, y). (.3.16) 
yey xe.v 

where D is a distance measure. An intuitive way to find d* is to fix y and minimize 

D(x, y) with respect to x in the first step. In the second step, fix x and minimize 

d{x, y) with respect to y. This procedure is repeated with the distance measure 

reducing in each cycle. This, essentially, is the heart of alternating projections. The 

alternating projections can be summarized in the following flow representation for 

one complete iteration cycle. 
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where the superscripts represent the iteration cycle. In [44], it is shown that for convex 

sets X and y and certain distance measures, this procedure results in convergence 

to the minimum distance. 

Picard-type iterations are commonly used to solve a system of nonlinear equations 

that have no direct solution. The system of nonlinear equations can usually be 

considered cis a nonlinear vector mapping, 

f = ^(f). 

In Picard-type methods, a sequence is constructed, 

f n + l  ^  ( 3  1 8 )  

where the index n denotes the iteration count. The conditions for convergence of a 

Picard-type iteration are discussed in [100]. A criticism frequently leveled against 

Picard-type iterations is that an arbitrary set of manipulations can be constructed to 

achieve an implicit form such as used to construct equation (3.18). Thus, it is usually 

not possible to judge which, of many iteration forms, may be optimal, e.g., achieve 

the most rapid convergence. Even worse, it may not be possible to directly prove 

convergence for a given functional iterative form. However, inspite of the criticisms, 

Picard methods represent useful solutions. The reasons for this belief are pragmatic: 

1. Computing resources are now so pervasive and inexpensive that programming 

and exploration of the convergent behavior is reasonable and informative; 
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2. Mathematical demonstration of the convergence of an algorithm is often of lim

ited practical significance when the precise calculation of convergence conditions 

may be unreasonable, or convergence conditions may not be easily satisfied even 

when they are known; 

3. The most troublesome aspect of convergence for an algorithm is not failure to 

converge (which can be identified in a number of ways), but the prospect of 

convergence to a false, erroneous or meaningless solution. The proper formu

lation of constraints on the problem, via data consistency and regularization 

constraints, is the proper treatment of this concern. 

Alternating projection techniques can be interpreted as a tool used to generate 

algorithms (as is the case with an EM technique) or it could be considered as an 

algorithm itself. As an example, if a problem entails finding the minimum distance 

between two convex constraint sets, then alternating projections serves as an itera

tive algorithm to achieve this goal. However, alternating projections can also be used 

as a tool to generate algorithms for certain optimization problems. Indeed, if the 

optimization problem can be reformulated equivalently as finding the optimal dis

tance between two hypothetical convex constraint sets then the method of alternating 

projections results in an algorithm that iteratively solves the original optimization 

problem. The two optimization problems, equation (3.14) and (3.15). are analyti

cally intractable but are easily reformulated as alternating minimization problems. 
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The application of alternating projections to generate iterative algorithms for the 

two optimization problems was initially investigated in considerable detail in refer

ences [105, 106]. Although the application considered in these references was PET 

reconstruction, the results are applicable to the problem of image super-resolution. 

Indeed, the dissertation relies heavily on the methods and results proposed by Byrne 

in [105, 106]. It is interesting to compare POCS methods for image recovery and 

alternating projections for solving an optimization problem. In both these meth

ods, convex sets and distance measures between the convex sets are used. While the 

convex sets in POCS have physical significance and are dependent on the properties 

associated with the object, the convex sets in alternating projections are hypothetical 

sets that are contrived to solve the optimization problem. They may not have any 

physical significance. 

The alternating projections applied to problem in equation (3.14), results in the 

Poisson-EM algorithm and similarly alternating projections applied to problem in 

equation (3.15), results in the SMART (Simultaneous Multiplicative Algebraic Re

construction Technique) algorithm. The derivation of the algorithms, initially pro

posed by Byrne [105, 106], can be found in Appendix F. The Picard-type iterations 

applied to problem in equation (3.14), results in the Poisson-MLE algorithm and 

similarly Picard-type iterations applied to problem, equation (3.15), results in the 

'LOG' (for lack of a better name) algorithm. The Poisson-MLE algorithm was inde

pendently proposed by Burke in 1974 [107] and recently by Hunt and Sementilli in 
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Algorithms 

a 

V /, for n = 0, 1. ... 

b + II 

<
 

for n = 0. 1. ... 

c /,"+' = /; exp 

Vj. for n = 0. 1. ... 

d 

V J, for n = 0, 1, ... 

Table 3.2: Iterative methods for solving minimum cross-entropic data-consistency 
problems: (a) Poisson-EM, (b) Poisson-MLE, (c) SMART and (d) 'LOG' algorithm. 

1992 [108]. The derivation can be found in Appendix F. The iterative methods are 

summarized in Table 3.2. 

Convergence and properties of the fixed point of the algorithms based on alter

nating projections are discussed in length in references [105, 106]. The convergence 

of the Poisson-MLE algorithm has been demonstrated [109] by analysis of the eigen

values of the associated operator, ^(•). However, convergence studies for the "LOG" 

need to be done. 
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3.3.2 Method of Cross-Entropic Projections 

The method of projections based on the squared-Euclidean distance has been 

of primar\' interest in several application areas. However, recently, there has been 

renewed interest in cross-entropic projections (and in general Bregman projections) 

and method of projections based on the cross-entropy distance measures. Indeed, 

methods of projections based on multiple projections has seen new developments and 

applications particularly in the area of numerical methods and signal processing [5l|. 

In this section, definitions of cross-entropic projections and algorithms based on these 

projections are outlined. The goal of this section and the next is to interpret cross-

entropic data consistency methods as method of projections (MOP). This alternative 

interpretation, it is hoped, would lead to a better understanding of the algorithms 

and new improved algorithms. 

Given a Bregman function (^(y) = ^ZiJ/ilnyi, a closed convex set C C and 

some y € the Bregman projection {Cross-Entropic Projection A to be specific) 

of y onto C, denoted by P""y, is given by: 

^""y=^arg min Dce(x, y). (3.19) 
x€cr\n% 

Similarly, Cross-Entropic Projection B, denoted by 'P"''y, is given by: 

lif arg min Dce(y, x). (3.20) 

Algorithm 3.1 (Method of Successive Cross-Entropic Projections:A) Let 

x 6  be the unknown object and Cm C  TZ'^, m =  1 , 2 , - - - , A / ,  be closed convex 
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constraint sets. It is desired to find an estimate x  of x  that satisfies all the constraint 

sets, i.e. x E C nm=i 

= arg min D„(x. x"). (3.21) 
xecmi-itz-^ 

where n is the iteration count. The method of successive cross-entropic projections is 

generated by the sequence: 

^ for n = 0, L ... (3.22) 

for an arbitrary initialization x° 6 TL^. 

Algorithm 3.2 (Method of Successive Cross-Entropic Projections: B) Let 

x g be the unknown object and Cm C  TZ '^ ,  m = 1 ,2 ,  •  •  • ,  M , be closed convex 

constraint sets. It is desired to find an estimate x of x that satisfies all the constraint 

sets. i.e. x 6 C ='^ O'^^yCm- Let 

djf (3 .23) 
xec,„n7^:^ 

where n is the iteration count. The method of successive cross-entropic projections is 

generated by the sequence: 

^n+i ^ vr'x'', forn = 0, 1, ... (3.24) 

f o r  a n  a r b i t r a r y  i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  x° € 71'^. 

Algorithm 3.3 (Method of Parallel Cross-Entropic Projections: A) Let 

Cm C TZ'^, m = 1, 2, • • •, A/, be closed convex constraint sets and x° € be an 
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arbitrary initialization. The method of parallel cross-entropic projections is generated 

as follows 

(3.25) 

where 

•pceay^n _ jfj^\ 

m 
arg min ^ x), 

m=l  

where ^rn ^'m = 1-0 are the weights that place relative importance on the constraint 

sets. 

Algorithm 3.4 (Method of Parallel Cross-Entropic Projections: B) Let 

Cjn C m  =  1 , 2 .  •  •  • ,  M .  b e  c l o s e d  c o n v e x  c o n s t r a i n t  s e t s  a n d  x° 6 7^+ be an 

arbitrary initialization. The method of parallel cross-entropic projections is generated 

as follows 

(3 26) 

where 

'pcebyji _ ^j,g 
xen-^ 

m 
def = arg min ^ "Pm'x"), 

m = l  

where Ylm'^rn = 1.0 are the weights that place relative importance on the constraint 

sets. 
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3.3.3 Examples of Cross-Entropic Projection Algorithms 

Having outlined the definitions of the projection operators and the method of 

projections, interpretations of the existing EM-type/AP algorithms as MOP methods 

are now presented. Based on these interpretations, a new Gauss-Seidel type algorithm 

is presented. 

1. Simultaneous EM-type algorithm: A (Poisson-EM) 

Let C = {x = {xij} I {xij >0}, V z} be a convex constraint set. The 

method of parallel cross-entropic projections for the single convex constraint set C. 

is written as 

^n+l _pcea^n for = Q, 1, .... 

where 

pcea^n _ argmin J(x) 

argmin DceCP^-x", x), 

where 5 = (x = x(f) = { x i j } \ x i j  = h i j f j  >  0,// > 0}. This procedure is essentially 

a method of parallel projections in x that results in a Poisson-EM algorithm in f. 

If the projection operator is replaced by a relaxed projection operator, 

j-ce^ llf I + — I), 0 < A < 2 and X is the identity operator, a method of 

relaxed parallel projection results: 

_ f-ceay.n for n = Q, 1, 
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For a suitable value of A, this is essentially an accelerated Poisson-EM algorithm. 

/"+' = (1 - X ) h  + A-^ V V j .  for n = 0. 1, ... (.3.27) 

This technique (by relaxation) of accelerating the Poisson-EM algorithm has been 

discussed to a great extent in the literature, (cf. [110], [111], [112]). 

2. Simultaneous EM-type algorithm: B (SMART) 

Let C = (x = { x i j }  I { x i j  > 0}, = 9 u  ^  be a convex constraint set. The 

method of parallel cross-entropic projections for the single convex constraint set C, 

is written as 

for n = 0, 1, . . . , 

where 

pcet,^n _ ./(x) 
xes 

argmin D„(x, "P^'x"), 

where «S = (x = x(f) = {x,j}|x,_, = h i j f j  >  0 ,  f j  >  0}. This procedure is essentially 

a method of parallel projections in x that results in the SMART in f. 

Similarly, if the projection operator is replaced by a relaxed projection 

operator, T"*- I + A('P"'' — X), 0 < A < 2 and I is the identity operator, then, 

for a suitable value of A, the accelerated SMART algorithm results: 

1 
/;+' = (i-A)/; + A/;exp 

[ z k h i k f i : .  
V j, for n = 0, 1, ... 

(3.28) 
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3. Relaxed Sequential AP algorithm: A 

In the previous two schemes, the system of equations are considered simultaneously 

by defining the convex set C appropriately. The convex sets are now modified to 

address one equation in an iterative cycle. However, the unknown parameters f. are 

updated in a parallel fashion. This leads to an algorithm proposed by Dusaussoy in 

1990, [113]. 

Let Ca, = {x = { x i j } \ x i j  >  =  9 i } ,  V i  be iV convex constraint sets. 

Define N  additional convex sets as = {x = { x i j } \ x i j  = h i j f ^  for some n } .  V i .  

The cross-entropic projection operators are defined as, 

arg min Y. ) + f "• - }, 

vr-i" iirg tnin Dj;(x, i») 

= arg min ^ ^(1 - hij){x,j ln{x,j/x^j) + x^^ - }, 

where hij and 1 — hij serve as weights. The method of parallel cross-entropic projec

tions, at iteration count (n -f-1), is 

j^n+l _ -pceaj^n ^ ^ iV -|- 1, 
In  

where 

= arg min ./(x) 
xeti':i 

argmin x) + J') 
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and tS = (x = > 0,/j > 0}. The resulting relaxed sequential AP 

algorithm [113], is 

= //  f  1 -  + _ f" = n mod iV + 1 forn = 0, L ... 
\ l,k hinkfk / 

(3.29) 

4. Relaxed Sequential AP algorithm: B (MART) 

Similarly, as in example 3, the relaxed sequential version, [105, 106], of SMART 

results in the Multiplicative Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (MART) proposed 

by Gordon et. al. in 1970, [114]. 

Let Cai  = (x = [xij}\xij > Q,Y .jXij = V i  be N convex constraint sets. 

Define N additional convex sets as = (x = {xij}\xij = /lij/" for some n}, V i .  

The cross-entropic projection operators are defined as, 

•pcCfc^n <}|f D"e(x". x) 

arg min^ ̂  ^ hij {x'^j ln(fy) + Xij - x'^j } 

T'r'x" = arg min D^^x". x) 
x6Ch_nTC^' 

arg min ^^^(l - hij){x1j ln(i;' /xy) + x.y - }, 
x6C(,_n72,;;f J 

where hij and 1 — hij serve as weights. The method of parallel cross-entropic projec

tions, at iteration count (n -F 1), is 

x"+i = z„ = n mod N -h 1, 
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where 

xen-l xetz 

def argmin + D^;-(x, 

and «S = {x = = hi^jfj > 0, /, >0}. The resulting relaxed sequential AP 

algorithm (MART) is 

5. Space Alternating Generadized EM (SAGE): A 

The SAGE algorithms, [68], modify the constraint set S ,  to simpler closed convex 

constraint sets. This results in algorithms with sequential update of the components 

of the unknown parameter vector f. However, all the equations are considered simul

taneously. These algorithms are EM-type algorithms in the sense that ever\' iteration 

results in a monotonic non-increasing cross-entropic data-fidelity functional. 

Let C = (x = {xy} I {xij > 0}, =91-, V z} be a convex constraint set 

and Sj = {x = x(f) = {xtv}|x,7 = h u f i  >  0 ,  f i  >  0, for ^ = j }, V j .  Defining the 

cross-entropic projection operator as 

V i, in = ^ mod iV + 1 for n = 0, 1. ... (3.30) 

-pce^^n â t 
^£irr\ip^ ^eccmil 

the method of cross-entropic projections is generated as follows 

^ ^ for n = 0, 1. ... 
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where 

•p""x" = argmin ./(x) 
•' xesj 

def = argmin x). 
xesj 

The corresponding iterative method in f is known as a SAGE algorithm: 

en+l  _  J J 
•'j ^ h ^ 

9 i  

E. ^ \ hijr' + i:k>i h^kfj! 
hij V J, for n = 0, 1, ... (3.31) 

k>j 

6. Space Alternating Generalized EM (SAGE): B 

Similarly, if C = {x = {xij} \ (xy > 0}, = 9i^ ^ '} is a convex constraint 

set and S j  = (x = x( f )  = {a:,7}|a;,7 = h u f i  > 0,/r > 0, for / = j}, V j  are N  

additional constraints sets the method of cross-entropic projections is written as 

^n+i ^ for n = 0, L ... 

where 

_ argmin .7(x) 
x€«Sj 

def = argmin Dce{x, 7^"''x"), 
x^Sji 

the resulting SAGE algorithm is 

/]•+' =//exp 1 

I I I  ^ i j  i  
5 ^ / i y l n |  

9 i  

.T . k<j  h i k f k ' ^ ^  +  T.k>j  ^ i k f k  '  

V j, for n = 0, ... 

(3.32) 

7. Gauss-Seidel AP algorithm: A 
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In examples 1 through 6 presented above, the following cases are encountered 

based on parallel and sequential updates of the parameter vector f and based on 

parallel and sequential cycling through the data vector g: 

1. Simultaneous update of the components of the parameter vector using all of 

the data simultaneously 

2. Simultaneous update of the components of the parameter vector sequentially 

cycling through the data vector components individually 

3. Sequential update of the components of the parameter vector using all of the 

data simultaneously. 

These are accomplished by suitably defining the convex sets and the cross-entropic 

distances. In this example and the next the fourth case, sequential update of the 

components of the parameter vector sequentially cycling through the data vector 

components individually, is considered. This is done in a Gauss-Seidel fashion. 

Let Ci  = {x = {x i j } \ x i j  >  = 9 i } ,  V i  be N convex constraint sets and 

S j  = {x = x(f) = {x i j } \ x i j  = h i j f j  >  0 , f j  >  0}, V j  be N  additional convex 

constraint sets. The cross-entropic projection operators are defined as: 

xec,n-r.'^ 

= arg min ^ " ̂"0 



t o  

The method of cross-entropic projections, at iteration count (n + 1), is 

for n = 0, 1, ... 

where 

•Pf-'x" = argmin ./(x) 
x€sj 

= argmin DUV^-x". x) .  
xesj •' 

The Gauss-Seidel .A.P algorithm for estimating f is written as 

^ Vi, forn = 0, 1. ... (3..33) 

8. Gauss-Seidel AP algorithm: B 

Similarly, if = {x = {xij}\xij > 0, Y.j ̂ ij = V z are N conve.x constraint sets 

and Sj = {x = x(f) = {xij}\xij = hijfj >0,fj > 0}, V j are N additional constraint 

sets, then for the cross-entropic projection operators defined as 

dj-
x€c,mz-z 

= arg ̂ ^min ^ ^ xlj ln(iyXy) + Xij - x^j 

the method of cross-entropic projections, at iteration count (n -t- 1), is 

^ ^ for n = 0, 1, ... 

where 

pce6^n _ argmin ./(x) 
•' xesj 

argmin Dl^{x, Vpx"). 
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The resulting Gauss-Seidel AP algorithm for estimating f is 

/"+'=/» ^—^2 ^ V i. forn = 0. 1. ... (.3.34) 
' z„<i h,,+zk>, 

The convergence and the properties of the fixed points of the algorithms (which 

coincidentally turned out to be identical) need to be investigated both empirically 

and theoretically. 

3.3.4 Simulation Results 

Empirical evaluation of the four algorithms summarized in Table 3.2, are per

formed on one-dimensional signals and two-dimensional images. The first set of 

experiments are performed on a one-dimensional synthetic signal of dimension 256 

with a peak photon count of 2550. This signal is blurred with a point-spread func

tion which simulates the one-dimensional equivalent of a diffraction-limited optical 

system. The "aperture diameter" is chosen such that the cutoff frequency is one-half 

the discrete folding frequency. Noise is introduced into the blurred signal to simulate 

the photon noise, i. e., Poisson random numbers [115] are generated with the blurred 

signal irradiance as the mean. In all the simulations, the initial estimate f° is the 

noisy blurred data g. Figure 3.3 illustrates the original signal and the noisy blurred 

data. In Figure 3.4, cross-entropic distance between g and //"P as a function of the 

iteration count n, for one particular noise realization is shown. Note that the graph 

is on a log-log scale. All four algorithms exhibit similar data-consistency behavior. 
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Figure 3.5 shows the squared-Euclidean distance between f and the f". All four algo

rithms reach an approximately identical minimum estimation error after about 100 

iterations. Further iterations result in an overfitting of the estimate to the data. The 

overfitting manifests itself as noise amplification in the estimates. In Figure 3.6. the 

mean and standard deviation of the four estimates for a set of 1000 noise realizations 

is presented. For this set of experiments, the performance of all the four algorithms is 

similar. It must be noted that the XOG' algorithm has been introduced in the sim

ulation experiments and discussion solely for completeness. The algorithm does not 

guarantee nonnegativity, which eventually leads to the breakdown of the algorithm 

when {H^)i < 0. However, the algorithm has been stable in a number of simulations 

runs, when the initial estimate is the noisy data. 

In the second set of experiments two-dimensional images of dimensions 256 x 256 

and maximum photon count of 2550 counts are used. The three original images, 

"Lenna", "Geometrical Shapes" and "Quote" are shown in Figure A.l. Figure A.2 

shows blurred images of "Lenna" and "Quote" for a horizontal 'rect' blur of width 

15 pixels. The images are noise-free. The results after 50,000 iterations of Poisson-

MLE algorithm are shown in Figure A.2. The recovery of the original image is nearly 

perfect. This result is presented here primarily to show the effectiveness of "super-

resolution" algorithms for "deblurring" noise-free images even though the horizontal 

'rect' blur does not cause loss of spatial frequency beyond a cutoff. A diffraction-

limited optical system is simulated next. The optical system has an aperture diameter 
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such that the OTF cutoff frequency is one-half of the discrete folding frequency for 

the "Lenna" and the "Quote" image and a cutoff frequency of one-fourth of the dis

crete folding frequency for the "Geometrical Shapes" image. The noise-free and the 

noisy diffraction-limited blurred images of "Lenna" are shown in Figure A.3. The 

four super-resolution algorithms are applied to recover the "Lenna' image for the 

noise-free case. Figure A.4 shows the estimates for the four iterative methods. It is 

seen that the estimates are almost identical visually as well as in the PSNR sense. 

Indeed, this is also seen from Figure 3.7 that shows a plot of the cross-entropic dis

tances between g and Figure 3.8 that shows the convergence of the estimates as 

the iteration proceeds and Figure 3.11 (a) that shows the squared-Euclidean distance 

between the object and the estimate. The procedure is repeated for the Poisson noise 

case and the estimates for a single noise realization are shown in Figure .A..5. The 

corresponding plots of the cross-entropic distances between g and /fP, convergence 

of the estimates and the squared-Euclidean distance between object and estimate 

are shown in Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 (b) respectively. Note again the effects of 

overfitting of the estimate to the data, as in the one-dimensional case. The unregu-

larized (unconstrained) estimation tends to introduce noise amplification and ringing 

artifacts due to the ill-posedness/ill-conditionedness of the super-resolution problem. 

A comparison of the final estimates from the four algorithms is done by finding the 

mean and standard deviation of the difference images obtained from various combina

tions of the original "Lenna" image and estimates. The mean and standard deviation 
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values are tabulated in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 for the noise-free and the noisy cases 

respectively. It is seen that the Poisson-EM and the Poisson-MLE algorithms result in 

near identical results as do the SMART and the 'LOG' algorithm. The super-resolved 

estimates for the "'Geometrical Shapes" and "Quote" images for the noise-free and 

noisy case are shown in Figures A.6 and A.7 respectively. Although the algorithm 

used to obtain the estimates in these cases is the Poisson-EM algorithm, it must be 

mentioned that the Poisson-MLE algorithm produces identical results. Finally, for 

the noise-free case of all the three images, the super-resolution algorithm is run for 

50,000 iterations. The purpose of this endeavor is to note any improvement in the 

estimates at a significantly larger iteration count. Visually, Figure A.8, the estimates 

did not seem to improve a whole lot with increase in iteration count. However, the 

squared-Euclidean distance between the object and the estimate keep reducing, al

beit at a very slow rate. The log magnitude spectrum for the estimates are shown 

in Figure A.9. The spectral extrapolation is more pronounced for the "Geometrical 

Shapes" and the "Quote" images as compared to the "Lenna" image, a fact that 

is explained in the next chapter. A slice through the zero-frequency is shown as a 

one-dimensional plot in Figure 3.12. On the left of this figure are the plots of the 

log magnitude spectrum and to the right are the plots of the "trend" of the log mag

nitude spectrum. The "trend" is obtained by simply smoothing the log magnitude 

spectrum to better visualize the trend of the spectral extrapolation. 
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Figure 3.3: Original signal, clifFraction-limitecI signal and noisy signal. 
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Figure 3.4: (a) log(Dce(g: i/P)) versus log(n) for Poisson-MLE and Poisson-EM 
algorithms, (b) log(Dce(fff",g)) versus log(a) for SMART and 'LOG' algorithms. 
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Figure 3.5; log(Dse(fr f")) versus log(n). 
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Figure .3.6: Mean and standard deviation of the estimated signal from 1000 noise re
alizations and after 100 iterations for (a) Poisson-MLE, (b) Poisson-EM, (c) SMART, 
(d) 'LOG'. 
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Figure 3.7: "Lenna" (No noise): (a) log(Dce(gi H^)) versus log(n) for Poisson-
MLE and Poisson-EM algoritlims, (b) log{Dce{Hf^,g)) versus log(n) for SMART 
and 'LOG' algorithms. 
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Figure 3.8: "Lenna" (No noise): (a) log(ZPce(P, P"^^)) versus [og(n + 1) for Poisson-
MLE and Poisson-EM algorithms, (b) log(Dce(P'^S P)) versus log(n+l) for SMART 
and 'LOG' algorithms. 
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Figure 3-9: "Lenna" (Noise): (a) Iog(£>ce(g, //"P)) versus log(n) for Poisson-MLE and 
Poisson-EM algorithms, (b) log(Dce(/?P,g)) versus log(n) for SMART and 'LOG' 
algorithms. 
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Figure 3.10; "Lenna" (Noise): (a) log(£>ce(P, P"^')) versus log(n + 1) for Poisson-
MLE and Poisson-EM algorithms, (b) log(£)ce(P"^\ ^)) versus log(n+l) for SM.A.RT 
and 'LOG' algorithms. 
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Original P-MLE P-EM SMART •LOG' 

Original 0.0 
±0.0 

—0.59 x 10"' 
±93.84 

1.27 x 10"' 
±93.76 

3.09 x 10-' 
±93.83 

3.09 x 10--' 
±93.75 

P-MLE 0.0 
±0.0 

6.85 x 10"' 
±0.43 

3.10 x 10-' 
±5.92 x 10-2 

3.09 x 10-' 
±0.48 

P-EM 0.0 
±0.0 

3.09 x 10-' 
±0.41 

3.09 x 10-' 
±7.63 x 10--

SMART 0.0 
±0.0 

-1.62 x IQ-' 
±0.46 

•LOG' 0.0 
±0.0 

Table 3.3: Mean and standard deviation of difference images for noise-free case. 

Original P-MLE P-EM SMART •LOG' 

Original 0.0 
±0.0 

-6.22 x 10-2 
±151.51 

-6.22 x 10-2 
±151.46 

0.35 
±151.52 

0.35 
±151.46 

P-MLE 0.0 
±0.0 

5.22 x 10"® 
±0.43 

0.41 
±2.04 

0.41 
±2.09 

P-EM 0.0 
±0.0 

0.41 
±2.09 

0.41 
±2.04 

SMART 0.0 
±0.0 

3.78 x 10-® 
±0.47 

'LOG' 0.0 
±0.0 

Table 3.4: Mean and standard deviation of difference images for Poisson-noise case. 
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Figure 3.11: (a) "Lenna" (No noise): log(D5e(f, r')) versus log(n), (b) "Lenna" 
(Noise): log(Dse(f, f")) versus log(n). 
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Figure 3.12: Magnitude Fourier spectrum and "trend", Top row; "Lenna" (No noise), 
Middle row: "Geometrical Shapes" (No noise). Bottom row: "Quote"(No noise). 
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3.4 Regularized/Constrained Cross-Entropic Super-Resolution 

3.4.1 Image De-noising 

In the previous sections, flexible constraints were used exclusively for the data-

fidelity term and the sole prior-discrepancy term was in the form of a rigid nonnegative 

constraint set. Estimation procedures, such as those discussed previously, bcised pri

marily on a data-consistency term, are prone to problems, especially in the solution of 

ill-posed problems. This was evident in the simulation studies, where the estimation 

procedure resulted in unacceptable noise amplifications in the estimate. This effect 

is essentially due to the ill-posedness/ill-conditionedness of the inverse problem. The 

estimate tries to overfit the data. The noise problem is identical to that encountered 

in any ML estimation problem. Hence, as mentioned in Chapter 2, additional con

straints on the object space need to be imposed to restore the well-conditionedness 

and/or well-posedness of the problem. To this extent, in the remainder of this sec

tion, simple regularization schemes will be presented to restrict the solution search 

space. 

This section begins with the simpler problem of image de-noising for the imaging 

model 

g = f O n. (3.35) 

The problem is to estimate f given a single realization of measurement data vec

tor g [116]. Although sophisticated regularization functionals that include coupling 
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between the components of the unknown vector f can be used to take advantage 

of the spatial correlation properties of the object for improved de-noising, the pri

mary focus in this dissertation is simplicity of the regularization functionals. The 

functionals considered are cross-entropic distances between the estimate and a prior 

guess, entropy of the estimate, and the /^-norm of the estimate. For the de-noising 

problem, the squared-Euclidean distance measure and the two cross-entropic distance 

measures are used for the data-fidelity term. The de-noising problem, in its general 

optimization functional form, is written as: 

f = arg min <&(f) (3.36) 

= arg min 4-it;oT(f), (3.37) 
t € t l ' y  

where $(f) is the data-consistency term, T(f) is the prior-discrepancy term and 

Wi + w-i = 1.0. Based on the choice of $(f) and T(f), the de-noising problems are 

enumerated below; 

1. Least-Squares Data-Consistency Principle: 

*5(f) = wiDseis^ f)+u^2^ce(f. f) (Min. Cross-Eutropy: A) 

'l'(f) = wyDseig, f) + u'2-Dce(fi f) (Miu. Cross-Entropy: B) 

^(f) = wiDseig, f)+W2Ej (Max. Entropy) 
*5(0 =  w i D s e i g ,  + W 2 Y . j  f j  (Min./^-norm) 

2. Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: A 

^(f) = wiDceig, i) + W2Dce{^- f) (Min. Cross-Entropy: A) 

^(f) = wyDceiE, f) + "''2^ce(fr f) (Min. Cross-Eutropy: B) 

^(f) =  w i D c e i g ,  +  W 2 ' Z j f j l n f j  (Max. Entropy) 

^(f) =  w i D c e i g ,  i ) + W 2 T . j  f j  (Min./^-norm) 
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3. Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: B 

'5(f) = w\,Dce{i, g)+tU2^ce(f- f) (Min. Cross-Entropy: A) 

^(f) = u;iDce(f, g)-1-W2^ce(fr f) (Min. Cross-Entropv: B) 
»I'(f) = ii;iDce(f, g) -I- W o  Ej f j  In f j  (Max. Entropy) 

'f(f) = w i D ^ e { f ,  g ) + W 2 T , j f j  (Min./^-norm) 

f is a prior guess of tlie object f. Using the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, the de-noised 

estimates f = y, for the problems listed above are presented below. These estimates 

are either explicit or implicit solutions of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, depending on 

the problem. 

1. Least-Squares Data-Consistency Principle: 

3i = yi + - In/i) V i (Min. Cross-Entropy: A) 

9i = ^ - ̂ ) Cross-Entropy; B) 

9i = i/i + ^(1+ ln2/i) (Max. Entropy) 

iji = max (O, V i (Min. i'-norm) 

2. Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: A 

9i = yi + - In fi) V i  (Min. Cross-Entropy: A) 

V i  = + w o f i  V i  (Min. Cross-Entropy: B) 

9i = 2/i + +liiyi) Vi (Max. Entropy) 

V i  =  V i  (Min. /^-norm) 

3. Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: B 

Qi = y^exp (^(1 - ̂ )) Vi (Min. Cross-Entropy: A) 

yi = V i (Min. Cross-Entropy: B) 

yi = g"'^ exp (—t^a) V i (Max. Entropy) 
yi = (/j exp (—wa/iwi) Vi (Min./'-norm) 

For a given z, the variations of the scalar quantity, yi, with gi, given by the above 

equations, are all shown in Figure 3.13 for fi = 40.00. 
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It is noted that all the estimates, except the minimum fi-norm solutions to the 

cross-entropic data consistency measures, have a nonlinear dependence on the data. 

In addition, the estimates tend to positive infinity as the data tends to positive 

infinity and tend to zero as the data tends to negative infinity (or zero). The noise 

suppression effect is seen for the low values of the data. 
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Figure 3.13; Input-output plots of measurement data and the estimate, (a) Least-
Squares Data-Consistency Principle, (b) Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency 
Principle: A, (c) Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: B. 
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3.4.2 Maximum Data Fidelity and Minimum Prior Discrepancy 

Regularization functionals, discussed in the above de-noising section, are added 

as a flexible constraint prior discrepancy term (in addition to the nonnegativity rigid 

constraint set) to the minimum cross-entropic data-consistency terms in the super-

resolution problem. The regularization term results in an estimate with a compromise 

between resolution (or alternatively accuracy in data-consistency) and noise artifact 

suppression. The general regularized super-resolution problem is written as, 

f = arg min ^^(f) (3.38) 

= arg min u;i$(f) + tt'oT(f), (3.39) 

where $(f) is the data-consistency term, T(f) is the prior-discrepancy term and 

Wi -I- W2 = 1.0. The following cases will be considered in this dissertation: 

1. Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: A 

^(f) = wiDceig, Hf) + W2Dce{i, f) (Min. Cross-Entropy: A) 

^^(f) = wiDceig, Hf)+W2Dce{i, f) (Min. Cross-Entropy: B) 

*&(f) = wiDceig, Hi)+W2T.j (Max. Entropy) 

^'(f) = wiDceig, Hi)+W2T.j fj (Min./^-norm) 

2. Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: B 

^(f) = wiDce{Hf, g)+W2Dce{{, f) (Min. Cross-Entropy: A) 

^^(f) = wiDceiHf, g) +W2^j fjlnfj (Max. Entropy) 

^f(f) = wiDceiHf, g)+W2T.j fj (Min./^-norm) 

f is the a-priori knowledge about f that is incorporated into the estimate. This 

is conceptually similar to the notion of "minimum discrimination from a template" 
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suggested by Frieden [117]. As in the unregularized super-resolution problems, al

ternating projections and Picard-type iterations are used for solving the regularized 

super-resolution problems. An outline of the modified alternating projections and 

Picard-type iterations is given, followed by the algorithms themselves. 

Modified Alternating Projections: 

A brief discussion of the modified alternating projections for the minimum cross-

entropic data-consistency principle: A with T(f) as the regularization functional is 

given below. The procedure for the minimum cross-entropic data-consistency princi

ple: B is identical. 

f = arg min wiDceig, Hf) woT{{) 

1. Reformulate the optimization problem and define the appropriate constraint 

sets X and y. 

= min (wi min {Dce{x, y)} + u;2T(f)| 
yejy L x€.v J 

= |x = {xij} I {xij >0}, Ej^ij = gi, V z| 

>* = {y = y(f) = { v i j }  I { V i j  =  h i j f j  > 0} for some /, > o| 

2. Fix yij —> ijfj = hijfj and perform the minimization 

= arg min Dce(x, y°). 
•' X6rV 

Using the Lagrangian method of optimization, the solution is 

V i , j .  (WO) 
Efc h ik f j ;  
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3. Fix Xij —> xlj and perform the minimization 

y' = argmin wiDcd^^- y) + u;oT(f) 
yey  

^ = argmin wiDce{x\ {hijfj))+ W2T{{) 

= arg mi^ Wy |e E4 

The second minimization (step 3) depends on the functional form of T( f ) .  If 

the regularization functional is coupled and complicated there may not exist a direct 

solution to the minimization. In such cases, one resorts to the Generalized EM (GEM) 

algorithm [18] which simply ensures a decrease of the functional u;iDce(xS y) + 

u;2T(f). However, for all the regularization functionals (cross-entropy, entropy, Z^-

norm) considered above, there exists a direct solution to the second minimization. 

Picard-type Iterations: 

The minimization functionals, in all the seven cases, are convex, hence the Kuhn-

Tucker conditions are necessary and sufficient to find a global minimizer. Picard-type 

iterations are formulated as in the unconstrained case to obtain the iterations. 

The iteration methods based on the modified alternating projections and Picard-

type iterations are summarized for the cases mentioned above in Tables 3.5 and 

3.6. (Note that it has been assumed that 'Z.ihij = 1.0, Vj. This assumption is 

valid for a diffraction-limited optical system). The modified Poisson-EM (Cross-

entropy) algorithm, in Table 3.5, was first proposed by Lange et.al. in 1987 [118]. A 

common alternating projection derivation of the modified Poisson-EM algorithm and 
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Algorithms 

a 

V /. for n = 0, 1, ... 

b 

V /, for = 0, 1, ... 

c / r '=  

V /, b r  =  0.  1 .  . . .  

d 

V J, for n = 0. 1. ... 

Table 3.5: Modified iterative methods for solving regularized minimum cross-entropy 
problems: (a) Poisson-EM (Cross-Entropy), (b) Poisson-MLE (Cross-Entropy), 
(c) Poisson-MLE (Entropy), (d) Poisson-EM (/^-norm). 

the modified SMART algorithm, in Table 3.6, was proposed by Byrne in 1993 [105, 

106]. The entropy prior algorithms are special cases of cross-entropy prior algorithms 

with fj = (1/e), V j. A close examination of the modified Poisson-EM (/'-norm) 

and modified SMART (Z'-norm) algorithms reveals the fact that they are essentially 

linearly scaled versions of the corresponding unregularized algorithms, a fact that 

was also encountered for the de-noising problem. 
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Algorithms 

a 

V j. for n = 0, 1, ... 

b 

V 7. or  r i  =  0 ,  1 ,  . . .  

c /;-^^ = /;exp 

V./ .  

Zihi j ln i  ̂  .  1 

o r  n  =  0.  1 .  . . .  

Table 3.6: Modified iterative methods for solving regularized minimum cross-entropy 
problems: (a) SMART (Cross-Entropy), (b) SMART (Entropy), (c) SMART (/'-
norm). 

3.4.3 Constraint Sets & Method of Parallel Cross-Entropic Projections 

Simple regularization functionals were introduced as flexible prior-discrepancy 

terms to the flexible cross-entropic data-consistency term. The only rigid constraint 

used was in the form of convex constraint set comprising of nonnegative elements. 

An important consequence of the interpretation of minimum cross-entropy methods 

as MOP is the formal justification of introducing a priori constraints on the estimate 

in the form of convex constraint sets. Hence, the method of parallel cross-entropic 

projections permits the introduction of suitable constraint sets to the minimum cross-

entropy problems. A general outline of the constrained cross-entropic super-resolution 

techniques for the two cross-entropy data-fidelity measures is presented followed by 

examples using some common convex constraint sets. 
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Let C i  =  { x =  { x i j }  I { x i j  >  0}, Ylj^ij — V z} be a convex constraint set. In 

addi t ion  to  th i s  cons t ra in t  se t ,  de f ine  A/  — 1  convex  cons t ra in t  s e t s  (Co ,  co ,  . . . .  c_ \ [ )  

that define certain a priori properties of x. The method of parallel cross-entropic 

projections is performed as follows: 

^n+l_-pcea^n for  n  =  0,  1 ,  . . . .  

where 

= argmin ./(x) 
xes  

x (  
argmin ^ x), 

r̂ l 

or 

^n+l _ pceb^n for ^ = Q, 1. . . . , 

where 

= argmin ./(x) 
xe5 

m 
argmin ^ u;^Dce(x, 

xes m = l  

where Jim = 1-0 are the weights that place relative importance on the constraint 

sets and 5 = (x = x(f) = {xij}\xij = hijfj > 0, fj > 0}. 

Two important issues in super-resolution techniques based on the method of par

allel cross-entropic projections that need to be emphasized are with regards to the a 

priori constraint sets: 
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1. A priori constraint sets defining the object f need to be transformed to corre

spond to the hidden {complete) data space comprising of the elements x. 

2. The a priori constraint sets could result in the nonexistence of a direct so

lution for the second minimization: = arg minxes -/(x) or = 

arg minxes -/(x). 

Some typical examples of convex constraints sets that capture properties of the 

object are: 

• C = {x = {xij} I { x ^j > 0}, Xij = h i j f j  = 0. for j  G Q} where Q  = { J \ f j  =  0} 

• CJ — •{x {Xjj I I {x i j  ^ O}, x i j  h i j f j  ^ i j f j }  

• C = {x — } I ^ 0}^ ^ij — ^ijfj — ^ij^u} 

The iterative algorithms for the cross-entropic projection P"" and the three con

vex constraint sets are listed below. The procedure is similar for the cross-entropic 

projection 

• Finite support constrained super-resolution: 

for „ = 0, 1, . . . , 

where 

P""x"=argmin x) + ff2D,e(7'.f''x", x). 
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This results in a modified Poisson-EM algorithm 

/r' = + 
i l^k ^ikJk 

— ^ i f?  51 —j  ̂ 
' i Efc h ik l ^  

• Cross-entropy regularized super-resolution: 

^n+i^pcea^n fom =  0,  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  

where 

= argmin u;i£>ce(^i^''x". x) + u;2Dce('P"''x", x). 
x65 

This results in a modified Poisson-EM algorithm 

i  l ^ k  ̂ i k J k  

Note that this algorithm is identical to the modified Poisson-EM algorithm for 

the cross-entropy prior. 

• Maximum gray-level constrained super-resolution: 

^n+l _ pcea^n for n = 0, 1, .... 

where 

^"«x"=argmin x) + x). 
x6S 

This results in a modified Poisson-EM algorithm 

/r' = 
i l . khxk jk  

= f . ̂  + u;26U if/;>eu. . ekh ik jk  
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3.4.4 Simulation Results 

The results from the experiments in the section 3-3.4 show that the algorithms 

perform well in the recover^' of edges from the blurred images. However, there is 

severe noise amplification and ringing artifacts in the estimates. It is necessary to 

introduce a regularization term to control (smooth) the artifacts, but at the same 

time maintain the sharp edges. This is the primary function of the a-priori term. In 

this set of empirical evaluations, a priori constraints used are: 

• Maximum gray-level constraint 

• Finite support constraint 

• Cross-entropic prior constraint (mean photon count prior, blurred image prior 

and "quantized" blurred image prior). 

The maximum gray-level is assumed to be 2550 in all the cases and the finite support 

constraint is used on the "Geometrical Shapes" and "Quote" images. In addition, 

the choice for the weights are made experimentally, after a number of trial runs. 

In the first set of experiments, for the noise-free case, a maximum gray-level con

straint of 2550 is used for the "Lenna" image and a maximum gray-level constraint 

of 2550 in addition to finite support constraints are used for "Geometrical Shapes" 

and "Quote" images. The finite support constraints are rectangular regions bounding 

the four individual shapes in the "Geometrical Shapes" image and the rectangular 

regions bounding the individual lines in the "Quote" image. The results are shown in 
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Figure A. 10. It is noted that the gray-level constraint seems to have very little effect 

on the estimate for the "Lenna" image, however the improvement for "Geometrical 

Shapes" and "Quote" images are significant. 

In the second set of experiments, constrained super-resolution methods are ap

plied to noisy "Lenna", "Geometrical Shapes" and "Quote" images. The empirical 

evaluations are performed with three different choices of f. One choice for f, is to 

select a constant photon count image with the photon count being equal to the av

erage of the photon counts in the noisy blurred image. The second choice consists of 

a blurred image of the data and the third a "quantized" version of the blurred-data 

image. The number of quantization levels is chosen to be 10. The estimates for max

imum gray-level constraint and the three cross-entropic prior constraints are shown 

in Figure A.11. The maximum gray-level constraint seems to suppress the mivximum 

gray-level value of the estimate, but the noise artifacts still persists. However, using 

the three cross-entropic prior constraints results in noise suppression. It is seen that, 

to a certain extent ringing artifacts have been suppressed, at the same time preserv

ing the edges. Amongst the three priors, the estimate resulting from the blurred-data 

prior is visually better. The "quantized" blurred-data prior results in an estimate 

with slight contouring effect. The squared-Euclidean distance between the object 

and the estimates are shown in Figure 3.14 (a). The effect of regularization, for the 

three cross-entropic priors, is seen from the fact that the estimation error does not 

increase significantly with iteration count as in the unconstrained case. However the 
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convex constraint set of maximum gray-level constraint is not small enough to re

strict the solution to be artifact free. One-dimensional plots of the magnitude Fourier 

spectrum are shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16. On the left of this figure are the plots 

of the log magnitude spectrum and to the right are the plots of the "trend" of the 

log magnitude spectrum. The estimates for the "Geometrical Shapes" and "Quote" 

images are shown in Figures A. 12 and A. 13. The squared-Euclidean distance between 

the object and the estimates are shown in Figure 3.14 (b) and 3.14 (c). Magnitude 

Fourier spectrum plots are shown in Figures 3.17 & 3.18 and Figure 3.19. 
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Figure 3.15: Magnitude Fourier spectrum and "trend" ("Lenna"), Top row: Ma.\i-
mum gray-level constraint, Bottom row: Mean photon count prior. 
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Figure 3.16: Magnitude Fourier spectrum and "trend" ("Lenna"), Top row: Blurred 
image prior, Bottom row: "Quantized" blurred image prior. 
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Figure 3.17: Magnitude Fourier spectrum and "trend" ("Geometrical Shapes"). Top 
row: Maximum gray-level constraint, Bottom row: Mean photon count prior. 
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Figure 3.18: Magnitude Fourier spectrum and "trend" ("Geometrical Shapes"), Top 
row: Blurred image prior, Bottom row: "Quantized" blurred image prior. 
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Figure 3.19: Magnitude Fourier spectrum and "trend" ("Quote"), Top row: Support 
and maximum gray-level constraints, Bottom row: Support, maximum gray-level 
constraints &: blurred image prior. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUPER-RESOLUTION AND SIGNAL SPARSITY 

4.1 Introduction and Motivation 

An important requirement of any super-resolution technique is that it must be a 

nonlinear operator or at the very least a linear shift-variant operator on the data. 

This property is a necessar\' (but not sufficient) condition. Some nonlinear techniques, 

in comparison with standard linear methods, in addition to attaining improved res

olution also provide improved signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Improved resolution and 

SNR values depend heavily on the type of the object that is being recovered. The 

simulation results in the previous chapter (compare for example the spectral ex

trapolation plots for the "Lenna" and "Geometrical Shapes" images) attest to this 

assertion. A more striking example is shown below for one-dimensional examples. 

Figure 4.1 (a) and Figure 4.1 (b) show the super-resolution results for synthetic 

signals A and B. The two signals are blurred using an identical diffraction-limited 

point-spread function and Poisson-noise is added. However, the estimate in Fig

ure 4.1 (b) is better resolved (at least visually) compared to that in Figure 4.1 (a). .A. 

common feature of the objects, "Geometrical Shapes" and the synthetic signal B in 

Figure 4.1 (b), is sparsity. Similar results have been previously observed, empirically, 
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Figure 4.1: (a) Synthetic signal A and super-resolved estimate, (b) Synthetic signal 
B and super-resolved estimate. 

in super-resolution experiments by Frieden [15, 119|. The following section defines 

sparsity and outlines two theoretical results on sparsity in image super-resolution. 

4.2 Object Space and Image Super-Resolution 

Ill-posed problems, as mentioned in Chapter 2, can be made well-posed by modify

ing (e.g. restricting) the object space X, based on the available a priori information 

about the properties of the solution. The continuous-continuous super-resolution 

problem, for the noise-free case, can be made well-posed by restricting the ob

ject space to comprise of elements with a finite support constraint. Indeed, for 

f{x) E X C C-{71) where X = {f{x)\f{x) = 0, if x > A', x < —A'}, the Fourier 

transform f^{u) is analytic. An analytic function f^{u) may be uniquely determined 
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for all u from knowledge of either all its derivatives at one frequency, or its values 

Similar results exist for the discrete-discrete image super-resolution problem. The

oretical analyses based on null space of the diffraction-limited system [85, 120, 121] 

and on the uncertainty principle [122, 123, 116] have shown the significance of spar

sity constraints of the object on the feasibility of super-resolution in the presence or 

absence of noise in the data. An object is sparse or nearly black [116] if a signifi

cant number of the signal samples are zero. Two theoretical results on sparsity and 

super-resolution are summarized below: 

Theorem 4.1 (Null Space Analysis) Let an be the noise power level and T be the 

tolerance level in the magnitude of the error spectrum. If Nx, the number of non-zero 

samples in an object, is less than N^, where 

then such an object can be super-resolved to the highest representable frequency, the 

discrete folding frequency, tt anduic in equation (i-l) represent the normalized folding 

frequency and the discrete cutoff frequency respectively. 

Theorem 4.2 (Uncertainty Principle) For noise-free N-dimensional diffraction 

limited-imaging system, if it is known that the object has Nx non-zero elements and 

f ^ [ u )  over a finite range of frequencies. 

smc 

TT — CJc 

(4.1) 

Proof: Reference [85]. A 
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its discrete Fourier transform has N — iVy, non-zero elements and if 

(4.2) 

then the object is uniquely recoverable from the discrete Fourier transform coefficients. 

Additional theorems and results on sparsity and super-resolution in the presence 

and absence of noise are discussed in the references [85, 122, 123, 116]. 

4.-3 Object Representations amd. Approximate Sparsity 

The sparsity condition on the object is a rather severe limitation on the scope of 

super-resolution and de-noising schemes. In a majority of the real world applications 

the objects have a significant background. Hence, artifacts in the estimate can be 

severe particularly if the signal-to-noise ratio is low and the object is not sparse. An 

intuitive example is seen in astronomical application, viz. stars embedded in a low 

photon count interstellar dust or night sky. The object is not spatially-limited around 

the stars due to the presence of an infinite extent smooth background. 

In this chapter, ad hoc and well-established schemes are presented that attempt 

to circumvent this problem. The essential concept in all these methods is alternate 

representation of the non-sparse object as a linear combination of a slowly varying 

background (trend) component and an approximately sparse foreground (fluctuation) 

Proof: Reference [122]. A 
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component. The slowly var\-ing background extends over the entire field of the ob

ject. The foreground component is a close approximation to a sparsely distributed 

object. The foreground vector is comprised of approximately zero elements, rela

tive to its maximum value, in a majority of the sample locations. The estimation 

problem reduces to estimating the smooth background component and the "sparsely 

distributed" component. For example, in astronomical applications, the low photon 

count background is estimated first, followed by the binary stars embedded in the 

background. 

Similar techniques of splitting the object into a slowly varying component and an 

approximately sparse foreground (fluctuation) component have been used in numerous 

estimation problems in the past (cf. [119], [84], [124]—[127]). 

4.3.1 Maximum Entropy & Background-Foreground Representation 

Maximum entropy methods have found numerous applications in diverse fields in 

science and engineering. The importance of such methods is evidenced by the number 

of MaxEnt workshops organized. In image deconvolution, more specifically, ME 

methods have had substantial success [15]. Most of the ME methods are formulated as 

constrained optimization problems. Typically, the problem is stated as: maximizing 

the entropy of the estimate subject to data consistency constraints. A typical example 
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is 

Maximize 
j  

subject to hi  = g 

Although ME methods result in a gain in the resolution compared to linear shift-

invariant methods, ringing artifacts (Gibbs-like ringing) plague the estimates. It was 

noted in [15] that for a sparsely distributed object on a largely zero background, 

ME methods result in improved resolution gain and suppression of ringing artifacts. 

Since most of the objects do not satisfy the constraint of zero background, a tech

nique to overcome this limitation was presented. In [119], a background-foreground 

representation of the object was proposed that circumvents, to a certain extent, the 

nonzero background and hence non sparsity of the object. The object, in such cases, 

is represented as a combination of a smooth background and a foreground component. 

Denoting the smooth background of the object by b and the foreground component 

by d, where b, d g and iV = 2^, the imaging equation is rewritten as [119] 

g  =  [ H d  +  h ] Q  n. (4.3) 

In this representation, the problem is reduced to estimating the smooth background 

followed by an estimation of the foreground component. The estimate of the final 

object is the sum total of the two individual estimates. A couple of assumptions 

are made in this representation scheme. The two components are assumed to follow 

Poisson statistics and hence are non-negative. Further, the background estimate 
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is assumed to be "approximately" invariant to application of the imaging system 

transformation. Hence, it is valid to add the two components to obtain the estimate 

of the object. The background is estimated by severely blurring the data g. To 

ensure that the foreground is positive, the background estimate must satisfy the 

condition bj < gj V j. If, however, this condition is not satisfied at any j, then the 

background component is set equal to the data, bj = gj. A constrained Maximum 

A Posteriori (MAP) estimator is then used to determine the foreground component. 

A Gaussian approximation to the Poisson noise model was used for the likelihood 

function and an entropic a priori density was used for the foreground component. 

A data-consistency constraint and a total photon count constraint were imposed to 

formulate the constrained MAP estimator. The Lagrange multiplier method was 

adopted to solve this constrained optimization problem. Following [119], the solution 

is given as. 

where 7, Ai are the Lagrange multipliers that must satisfy the following two con

straints. 

where C is the total photon count. For further details, the reader is directed to 

reference [119]. 

dj = exp(-1 - 7 - X! J' (4.4) 

V i (4.5) 

(4.6) 
J 
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4.3.2 Background-Foreground Representations 

The first object representation scheme [Background-Foreground representation), is 

identical to that discussed in the previous section. However, the problem formulation 

and the solution methodology are different. In the previous section, a ME method is 

used to solve the linear inverse problem. In this section, this representation scheme 

is used in the minimum cross-entropy formulations. The prime motivation for the 

use of this representation is identical to those in [119], viz. suppression of spurious 

oscillations and improvement in the resolution gain. 

Let the two-components of the object f be denoted as b, for the smooth back

ground component and d, for the foreground component. It is assumed that both 

the components, b and d, are nonnegative and f = b + d. The imaging equation is 

rewritten as 

g = H f Q n  

=  [ H d  + b] O n. (4.7) 

The imaging equation is written with the assumption that the background compo

nent is approximately invariant to the system point spread function /i, viz. 6, s; 

Y,j hijbj V i. Figure 4.2 (a) shows the components of a simulated object in this 

representation scheme. 

The estimation problem is now posed in terms of b and d, the components rep

resenting f. The background component, b, is trivially estimated as the result of 
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Figure 4.2: Tlie original signal and its background (trend) and foreground (fluctua
tion) component, (a) Background-Foreground representation, (b) Trend-Fluctuation 
representation. 

severely blurring the data g, bj = Y.iCji9i V j, where C = is a blur operator. 

Yij Cji = 1, V z and c_,, > 0, V j, i. A Gaussian function with a verj^ high cr is a typ

ical example of the C operator. This background component estimation technique, 

however, has a limitation. Since the foreground component is assumed nonnegative, 

the lower bound of the total estimate is the background estimate value. Valleys or 

dark regions in the object cannot be estimated correctly due to the background es

timate values at these sample locations which are significantly high. No amount of 

corrections from the nonnegative foreground estimate will rectify the problem. This 

problem at the locations of valleys and surrounding point sources results in a "halo" 

in the regions. It is referred to as the "halo effect". In [119], the estimation procedure 
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for the background is modified to alleviate the problem. The background component 

is estimated as follows, 

~ ^ji9i 53 ̂ ji9i 9j 
i i 

= Qj otherwise. (4.8) 

The lower bound of the estimate is the value of the data at the corresponding sample 

location. The problem of the "halo effect" still persists, although it is less severe. 

A more conservative approach for the background estimation is proposed. The 

slowly varying background is estimated by introducing a negative DC-shift to the 

severely blurred data. It must be mentioned that this shift results in a foreground 

component that has a significant number of nonzero sample locations. Hence, a 

compromise needs to be made between the gain in resolution/reduction in oscillations 

desired and the severity of the "halo effect" that can be tolerated. The DC-shift, F. 

is chosen in an ad hoc manner. It is estimated as the maximum magnitude of the 

negative value in {gi — Ylj Cijgj) amongst all i. Further, it is also assumed that any 

negative values resulting from the shift of the background estimate are set to zero. 

In a concise mathematical form, the estimation of the background component bj, is 

written as 

h = Y. ̂ Ji9i - F if ĵi9i - r > 0 
i i 

= 0 otherwise, (4.9) 
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where, for K . Q X +  =  { k \  g k -  E. c^iQi < 0}, 

r = max 
keic  

9k-y ,  

Having computed the background component b, the foreground component is 

estimated based on the background component using the minimum cross-entropy 

formulations. The background estimate is held fixed to b. The two minimum cross-

entropy data-consistency formulations are: 

Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: A 

d = arg min Dcds, Hd -I- b) 
deiz ' l  

= arg min ^ r I + i t . jh i jd j  + 6,) - <?.- (4.10) 
Y  \ E j h i j d j  +  b i J  

Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: B 

d = arg min dceihd + b. g) 
deiz- ' l  

= arg jmn {T.jhijdj + 6.) In ^ g. _ + k) , 

(4.11) 

where it is assumed that Hd + h and g are nonnegative vectors. 

The two formulations are identical to equations (3.14) and (3.15), except for the 

additional constant term b. Alternating projections and Picard-type iterations are 

employed to solve the optimization problems given by equations (4.10) and (4.11). 

The details are outlined in .Appendix F. The resulting algorithms are listed in Ta

ble 4.1. The overall estimate of the object is the sum total of the background 
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Algorithms 

a 

V 7. for n = 0, 1, ... 

b II 

for n = 0, 1, ... 

c d^'^^ = ̂  exp 

V,/ , for n = 0. 1. ... 

Table 4.1: Modified iterative methods for foreground component estimation in the 
Background-Foreground representation scheme: (a) Modified Poisson-EM, (b) Modi
fied Poisson-MLE, (c) Modified SMART. 

component b, and the foreground component d, obtained by any one of the methods 

outlined in Table 4.1, f = d -f b. The steps in the background and foreground esti

mation procedure for object representation. Background-Foreground representation. 

are summarized below: 

Algorithm Steps: 

1. Estimate the slowly-varying background, b 

2. Set d° = g — b 

3. At iteration count (n-f-1), compute the foreground component using the modified 

algorithms 

4. Repeat step 3 until convergence, yielding d 
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5. f = d + b. 

4.3.3 Trend-Fluctuation Representations 

The object representation scheme discussed above results in a halo effect sur

rounding point sources or along edges. Generally, a compromise between the halo 

effect and the suppression of oscillations has to be made. This problem is a direct 

consequence of nonnegative assumption of the foreground and the background com

ponent. In a second scheme of object representation, the nonnegative assumption on 

the foreground component is relaxed. However, it is assumed that the background 

component and the sum total of the background and foreground components are non-

negative. The background and foreground components are referred to as the trend 

and fluctuation components in the new scheme of representations. Trend-Fluctuation 

representations, see Figure 4.2 (b). 

4.3.3.1 Trend-Fluctuation Representation: Type A 

Following the notation in the previous section, let the two components of the object 

f be denoted as b for the trend component and d for the fluctuation component. It 

is assumed that b and b -F d are nonnegative and f = b + d. The imaging equation 

is written as 

g = H i  O n 

= [H(d + b)]On. (4.12) 



Note that the invariance approximation of the trend component to the system point 

spread function is not made in equation (4.12). Hence it is not necessary to severely 

blur the data to obtain the trend estimate. Instead, in Type A the estimation of 

the slowly varying trend component is posed as a cross-entropic minimization prob

lem. The estimation of the trend component is an iterative procedure unlike in the 

background-foreground representation scheme. However, it is noted, that although 

iterative methods to estimate b are proposed, a couple of iteration cycles is sufficient 

to approximately estimate the trend. 

To formulate the minimum cross-entropy problem, one needs to obtain the neces

sary imaging equation that relates b to the data g. Let 

f  =  C f + D f  

=  C f  +  ( / - C ) f  

= b + d 

where C  and D  are linear shift-invariant transformation matrices. The C matrix is 

a low pass filter, generally Gaussian, which results in a nonnegative smooth trend 

component. Since it is not necessary for the trend component to be invariant to the 

system point spread function, there is a flexibility in the choice of the cr value for a 

Gaussian C operator. The a value can be chosen such that the fluctuation component 

closely approximates a "nearly black" object. The D matrix is the difference given 

by D = / — C. The imaging equation for the trend component can be deduced as 
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follows, 

g = /ff o n 

Cg = C H f Q n ' '  

g" = HhOn'' (4.13) 

The imaging equation given by equation (4.13) can now be used to formulate the 

following two problems: 

Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: A 

b = arg min Dce(g^- H h )  

= arg min ^ In ( ) + Zjhijbj - gl (4.14) 
b€7i^ . y z j h i j b j j  

Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: B 

b = argjmn Dce{Hh, g^) 

= arg min ^ Zjh^jbJ In (4.15) 
J \ 9i / 

Standard iterative methods are used to solve the two cross-entropy problems. 

The fluctuation component estimation is formulated as the following minimum cross-

entropy problems. 

Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: A 

d = argmin D^eig, H{d + h)) 
d 

= arg min 9 i  In ( _ , f' ]  + Z j h i j { d j  + b j ) - g ^ . ,  (4.16) 
i  Y  z Z j  h i j  ( " j  b j )  J  
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Algorithms 

a 

V /, for n = 0. 1. ... 

b d]^' = {d] + b,)exp 

V7 . for n = 0. 1. ... 

\ 

c = (c^ -t- bj) exp 

V 7 

Ez h,j In 

. for n = 0. 1. ... 

Table 4.2: Modified iterative methods for fluctuation component estimation in the 
Trend-Fluctuation representation scheme. Type A: (a) Modified Poisson-EM. (b) 
Modified Poisson-MLE, (c) Modified SMART. 

Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: B 

d = argmin dce{h{d + \3) ,  g) 
d 

= argmjn ^ T . j h i j { d j  + b j )  in + g .  _ Y . j h i j { d j  + b j ) .  

(4.17) 

where it is assumed that //'(d -I- b) and g are nonnegative vectors. The iterative 

methods, to obtain optimum fluctuation estimates, are derived in Appendix F. The 

algorithms are listed in Table 4.2. The overall estimate of the object is the sum 

total of the trend estimate and the fluctuation estimate obtained by any one of the 

methods listed in Table 4.2., f = d -f- b. 



It is noted that the algorithms presented in Table 4.2 are not very different from 

the corresponding algorithms in Table 3.2. Indeed, for a given initial estimate of 

the fluctuation component, the estimate of the object at the end of all iteration cy

cles is identical to those obtained from the original algorithms. However, the main 

difference is that, in the present case, the fluctuation component is accessible for ap

plication of constraints that suppress noise but do not affect the edges or other signal 

details. Ideally, it would be advantageous to have a sparse fluctuation component, 

with nonzero values in a limited number of sample locations. This would permit 

application of hard threshold type constraints, similar to finite support constraint 

in the Gerchberg-Papoulis algorithm, on the fluctuation component at the end of 

every iteration. However, due to the ad hoc nature of the fluctuation component 

representation, the fluctuation component is not "sparsely distributed" in the strict 

sense of the word. It is close to zero at most of the pixels, i.e. approximately "nearly 

black". Hence, "soft thresholding" operators to loosely impose spatial constraints are 

introduced. The constraints reduce the noise amplification, and at the same time 

introduce bandwidth extrapolation by virtue of their nonlinearity. The soft thresh

old constraint, that is used in this dissertation, is given by the pointwise nonlinear 

operator 

where a and 3  are constants. Notice that the transformation is essentially an identity 

operator at high values, but severely attenuates low values of the input, see Figure 4.3. 
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Hence edges, point and line sources that have relatively large values are not affected, 
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Figure 4.3; Soft threshold constraint used in Trend-Fluctuation representation 
scheme: Type A, {C{dj) versus dj, a = 1.0) Top: ,3 = 100.00, Bottom: 3 = 20.00. 

but noise and other details below a threshold are attenuated. A side effect of this 

nonlinear operator is that the total photon count in the data to the estimate is 

not conserved. Further, the total estimate could go negative. Hence a non-negativity 

constraint and a photon count conservation constraint needs to be applied after every 

iteration on the total estimate. 



The representation of the trend component using a Gaussian function as the C 

operator results in Gaussian pyramid for a single pyramid level. This representa

tion scheme results in a fluctuation component which is only approximately "nearly 

black". The threshold constraint is hence limited to a soft threshold with a ver\- low 

3 dB rollofF. Alternative representation schemes of the object, which form a com

plete orthogonal basis, could result in an almost ideal sparse representation for the 

fluctuation component. The constraints can then have a higher .3 dB rolloff, hence 

resulting in a superior performance. The wavelet representation is one such exam

ple. The extension of minimum cross-entropy distance methods for trend-fluctuation 

representations for the wavelet representation will be presented in a later section. 

The steps involved in estimating the trend and fluctuation components for the 

object representation, Trend-fluctuation representation: .4, are summarized below: 

Algorithm Steps: 

Summarizing the steps involved in solving the trend-fluctuation estimation: 

1. Estimate the smooth trend component, b, using an iterative scheme The initial 

estimate is taken to be g''. 

2. Set d° = g — b. 

3. At iteration count (n -I-1), compute the fluctuation component using the mod

ified algorithms. 
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4. A pointwise nonlinear operation C(*), given by equation (4.18), is applied to 

the current fluctuation estimate. 

5. Compute the total estimate ensuring positivity and total photon count. 

6. The fluctuation component is the difference of and b. 

7. Repeat steps 3-6 until convergence of the fluctuation component. 

4.3.3.2 Trend-Fluctuation Representation: Type B 

A variation on the Trend-Fluctuation Representation: Type A is presented in this 

section. Let the two-components of the object f be denoted as b for the trend 

component and d for the fluctuation component. As in the previous section, the 

fluctuation component is not restricted to nonnegative values. However, let 

d djf _ d-, 

where d^ and d" are nonnegative vectors. This notion of representing the detail 

component as the difference between two nonnegative components is borrowed from 

the existing literature (cf. [128] and [129]). The imaging equation is rewritten as 

g = H i  O n 

= [/f(d+-d-)-t-b]On. (4.19) 

The estimation problem is now posed in terms of b. d"  ̂ and d~, the components 

representing f. The trend component, b, is trivially estimated, for e.xample, by 
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blurring the data g, bj = T.iCjigi V j, where C = is a blur operator. Ej = 

1, V i and Cj, > 0. V j, i. A Gaussian function is a typical example of the C operator. 

The fluctuation components are then sequentially estimated using the two mini

mum cross-entropy distance formulations: 

Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: A 

d"^. d~ = arg min D c e ( g ,  H { d ' ^  —  d ~ )  + h )  
d+. d-67^:^ ^ ' 

— arg min 5^ ft In. ( ^^ 1 

+ - d-) + h) - Qi (4.20) 

Minimum Cross-Entropy Data-Consistency Principle: B 

d"^, d~ = arg min Dee (H{d^ - d~)+h, g) 
d+, d-eTi'l ^ ' 

= d-€7^^ ^ ~ 

+  9 i - { j : M d i  - d j )  + h i ) ,  ( 4 . 2 1 )  

where it is assumed, for the definition of the cross-entropy distance, that H{d'^ — 

d~) -h b and g are nonnegative vectors. A similar formulation (equation (4.20)) for 

estimating the fluctuation component was initially presented in [84]. 

In Chapter 3, a brief discussion on alternating projections was presented. In this 

section, this discussion is extended to four convex sets instead of two. The procedure 

involves performing the alternating projections alternatively on two pairs of convex 

sets. Let A'l, X2 and ^2 be the four convex sets with Xi G A'l, yi € 3^i, Xj € Xo 
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and y2 £ 3^2 as shown in Figure 4.4. The problem is to find, simultaneously, the 

minimum distance between two convex sets, and 3^i, for all elements xi G A'l and 

yi € 3^1, i.e., 

^i(yi' xt) = min min D(yi, Xi), (4.22) 
yie^i xi€rVi 

and the minimum distance between two convex sets, A^2 and 3^2; for all elements 

xo e and € y-), i.e., 

D',(y^, x^) = min min £'(y2, Xo). (-t-23) 
** "* ** y2^y^2 3C26«-V2 

.\n intuitive way to accomplish this task of minimizing the two distances is to fix yi 

and minimize D(xi, yj with respect to Xi in the first step. In the second step, fix 

Xi and minimize D(xi, yi) with respect to yi. In the third step, fix y? and minimize 

y2) with respect to X2 and finally fix X2 and minimize D{x.2, yi) with respect 

to yo. This procedure is repeated with the distance measures between two pairs of 

convex sets reducing in each cycle. This extended alternating projections can be 

summarized for one complete iteration cycle, in the following flow representation. 

, .Q Step 1 - I Step 2 . i > /.n Step 3 .1 Step 4 , 1, \ 
(yi —^ x[ —^ y[) ••• (y^ xi ^ y.J) (4.24) 

where the superscripts represent the iteration count for each pair of convex sets. 

This alternating projections technique is now applied to solve equation (4.21). 

Similarly Picard-type iterations are used to solve equations (4.20) and (4.21). The 
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X/ 

Figure 4.4: Sequential alternating projections between two pairs of convex sets. 

details of the derivation of the algorithms are presented in Appendix F. The summa

rized list of the iterative algorithms for the solution of Problem A and B is given in 

Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 

Algorithm Steps 

The steps in the Trend-Fluctuation representation scheme: Type B estimation 

procedure are summarized below. 
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Algorithms 

a d f * '  =  ^ , 1 hij 
^ Et 'J yE* k J 

V 7, for n = 0, 1. ... 

V 7, for n = 0, 1. ... 

b dj = dj exp 

V 7, for n = 0, I. ... 

dj = dj exp 

V j, for n = 0, I. ... 

Table 4.3: Modified iterative methods for fluctuation components estimation in the 
Trend-Fluctuation representation scheme: Type B: (a) Modified Poisson-EM, (b) 
Modified Poisson-MLE. 

1. Estimate the slowly-varying trend component, b 

2. Set d° = g — b 

3. At iteration count (n 4-1), compute the foreground component d"^ using the 

modified algorithms 

4. At iteration count (n -I- 1), compute the foreground component d~ using the 

modified algorithms 

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until convergence of the two fluctuation components, 

y i e l d i n g  d  =  d " ' "  —  d ~ .  
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Algorithms 

4"^' =4"exp Ei hij In ( ^ Ji ) 

7 j, for n = 0. 1. ... 

dj = dj exp 

/ J, for n = 0, 1. ... 

Table 4.4: Modified iterative methods for fluctuation components estimation in the 
Trend-Fluctuation representation scheme: Type B: Modified SMART. 

6. Compute the total estimate f = d + b. 

4.4 Multigrid Methods and Multiresolution Analysis 

4.4.1 Introduction 

Multigrid methods and multiresolution pyramidal algorithms are two closely re

lated concepts. Multiresolution methods have played a prominent roie in image pro

cessing since the early eighties. Wavelet representations (an example of a multiresolu

tion analysis), have achieved tremendous success in signal compression applications. 

This is a direct consequence of the fact that the wavelet transform redistributes 

the energy in the signal to small number of transform coefficients, thus making the 

wavelet representation approximately sparse. In addition, the spaces spanned by the 

wavelet bases comprise of elements with a significant number of near zero sample 

values. Concurrently, multigrid methods have gained wide acceptance in numerical 
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methods. Multigrid methods were proposed to improve convergence rates of some 

iterative methods by appending corrections from coarse grids to an approximate es

timate at the fine grid. 

The similarities and differences of the two concepts as pertaining to the imaging 

equation are expounded in a subsequent section. This leads to a multigrid formu

lation based on the wavelet subspaces. It is intended that this new formulation 

overcomes two deficiencies of minimum cross-entropy methods, viz., ringing artifacts 

due to significant background (trend) values in the object and slow convergence of 

the iterative methods. 

4.4.2 Coarse Grid Corrections to Fine Grid Approximations 

Multigrid methods [130, 131] are a wide class of iterative methods used to solve 

large linear/nonlinear system of equations. These techniques improve the speed of 

some common iterative smoothers like the Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi iterations. Multi-

grid methods are proven to overcome a phenomenon called "stalling" or "critical 

slowing down". This phenomenon, a property of iterative smoothers, results in slow 

convergence to the solution. Stalling is a direct consequence of the fact that itera

tive smoothers are good at reducing high frequency components of the error/residual 

vector but are poor at reducing low frequency error components. Hence, at the start 

of the iteration, high frequency components in the error vector reduce quickly and 
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as the iteration proceeds only the low frequency components remain. These low fre

quency components take a considerably longer time to vanish from the error vector. 

The principle of the multigrid technique is to solve the same problem on a coarse 

grid where the iterative smoother is more effective in removing the low frequency 

components of the error vector. In the ensuing paragraph, a cursor}' treatment of 

multigrid methods is presented. It is intended to set the multigrid method in per

spective for the minimum cross-entropy schemes that follow. The reader is directed 

to the references [130, 131] for detailed treatments on multigrid methods. 

A multigrid algorithm has several components that need to be addressed prior to 

implementation. The main components are: (a) the number of grid levels, (b) the 

restriction and prolongation operators that transfer elements from one grid to another, 

(c) a modified linear/nonlinear system of equations at each grid level, (d) the pattern 

of traversing the levels, (e) the number of iterations at each level and (f) the iterative 

smoother at each level. The system of equations at each level is systematically 

formulated such that it results in the solution of the original system of equations 

at the fine level. In the remainder of this subsection, an outline of the notations 

followed by a brief description of a simple V-cycle multigrid method for solving a 

linear system of equations is presented. This discussion should hopefully highlight 

the key components of any multigrid method and the interplay among them. 

Let Ai,Xi = bt be the linear system of equations to be solved for Xc, where 

l denotes the resolution grid level on which the problem is defined. The vectors 
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•X.L and bjr are defined on the grid Q^,, with X£, € and and 

al  : a nonsingular linear operator. If xl  is an approximation to 

the solution xi, then the error vector and residual vectors are defined as e£, = x^, — x^, 

a n d  r ^ ,  =  b £ ,  —  a c x ^  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  T h e  g r i d  l e v e l s  r a n g e  f r o m  i  =  l ,  l  —  i ,  -  -  • ,  m  

and the sets qi = i = l, l — i, - - •, m represent nested one-dimensional grids 

with x being bounded by a unit segment. The linear operators Ri : l~{Qi) —> /"(Q/_[) 

and P/ : /^(Qi_i) —)• are the restriction and prolongation operators at level 

1. A typical iterative smoother is the Gauss-Seidel iteration and is denoted by the 

operator c. The number of iterations at level i is denoted by i/[. In addition, let 

X/, b/, .4;, ti, ei be defined for all / = £, L — 1, • • •, m. The system of equations 

to be solved is derived at each level. The procedure is stated as that of obtaining 

a correction at a coarser scale and adding it to the approximation at the fine level. 

The system of equations for levels l. L — 1, l — 2 are obtained as shown below: 

aolx i  + el )  = h e  

r l - l rcal i^ l  + pl^ l - i  + plpl - i^ l -2)  = ac-2^l -2  = ^ l -2  

where 

.4^.1 r la lpl  and ri,_i 1^' /?^(b^ --4^xJ 

Al -2  *= Rc-iRcAiPiPi-i and r£,_2 *= Rl -iRlO^l  - Al{xl  + Pl^l -i )) 

The procedure is repeated for / = L — 3, L — 4, • • •, A/. Having defined the system 

of equations on all the levels, the multigrid method is formulated. A simple V-cycle 
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multigrid algorithm in the form of a pseudocode is presented in Figure 4.5. The 

reader is directed to the references [130, 131] for a more elaborate discussion. 

4.4.3 Coarse Grid Initialization 

A commonly used iterative method on several levels is the coarse grid initialization 

technique. Although this method is frequently referred to as a "multigrid" method 

it is conceptually different from a traditional multigrid method. It does not include 

coarse grid corrections to fine grid approximations. The essence of this method is to 

approximate the solution at a coarse grid using an iterative method and use the in

terpolated version of this approximate solution as an initial estimate for the iteration 

on the next fine grid. Since the coarse grid problem is defined on a lower dimension, 

it is easier to solve. It is also hoped that the work expended to obtain an approximate 

solution on the coarse grid is offset by the better initial approximation available to 

start the iteration on the fine grid. 

4.4.4 Multigrid Minimum Cross-Entropic Methods 

Minimum cross-entropy methods, such as the Poisson-EM, Poisson-MLE and 

SMART algorithms, suffer from a slow convergence and high computational cost. 

The Poisson-EM algorithm for medical imaging applications (PET reconstruction) 

has been modified by several researchers to improve the convergence rates. "Multi-

grid" versions of the Poisson-EM algorithm have been introduced to provide a good 
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proc A Simple V-Cycle 
< j^ivl: i^l) 

for I = L to M + 2 step —1 
r;_i = rivi 
e/ _ i  < — m { v i ^ y ,  u i - i )  
r/ _ i  <— r/ _ i  —  

end for 

cm <— J^irxr, AMeM, oo) 
for I = M to L — 2 step +1 

6;+! <— e/^-i + pi+iet 
ej+i <—A/'(rj+i, fj+i) 

end for 
^ L <  X j r ,  +  p l^l -i  

end proc 

function 
jV := Iterative smoother 

end function 

Figure 4.5: Simple V-Cycle multigrid algorithm for solving = yc-

initial estimate at the fine grid [132, 133]. These techniques are conceptually sim

ilar to the coarse grid initialization procedure. A nonlinear multigrid Poisson-E\I 

algorithm, of the coarse grid correction type, has been proposed recently for PET re

construction applications [134]. In this subsection, a different multigrid procedure for 

improving convergence of minimum cross-entropy methods for image super-resolution 

applications is proposed. This multigrid procedure is a coarse grid correction type 

method. 
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Consider the imaging equation 

gi = hch O n;:, (4.25) 

where l  denotes the resolution grid level on which the problem is defined. In the 

absence of any knowledge of the noise process, a minimum cross-entropy method is 

used to estimate the object, viz.. 

The vectors and g/, are defined on the grid with ff, € and g/, € and 

He : is the discretized diffraction limited optical system matrix. If f^, 

is an approximation to the solution f^,, then the error vector is defined as e^, = f^, — f^. 

The grid levels range from i = l, L — 1, • • •, m and Q/ = i = l, L — I, • • •, A/ 

represent nested one-dimensional grids. The linear operators Ri : i^{Qi) 

and Pi : —>• l~{Qi) are the restriction and prolongation operators at level /. 

Define f/, g/. Hi, q V/. The imaging equations and hence the minimum cross-entropy 

f o r m u l a t i o n  a t  a l l  l e v e l s  a r e  d e r i v e d .  T h e  i m a g i n g  e q u a t i o n s ,  f o r  l e v e l s  l  a n d  l  —  i ,  

are obtained as follows: 

fL =argniin DceiHifc, gc)-
^l. 

(4.26) 

h l i ^ l + e l )  =  g l  

— rcgl => +  c l - 1  — gt-i 

where 

h c - i  = r l h l p l  and c^_i = r l h ^l  
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The minimum cross-entropy formulations at levels L and L — \ are, 

ec = argmin Dee + Cl, Z L )  

et_i = argmin +C£._i, gi,_i). 
ez.-i 

The procedure is repeated for / = L — 2, L — 3, • - •, A/. Having defined the 

system of equations at ail levels, I = L, L — I, ••-, M, the multigrid method is 

now formulated. The multigrid minimum cross-entropy method is presented as a 

pseudocode in Figure 4.6. 

The difference between the proposed method and the nonlinear multigrid Poisson-

EM algorithm [134] lies in the coarsening procedure. In the proposed scheme the 

coarsening is performed in the imaging equations at each grid level, unlike the non

linear multigrid EM algorithm which introduces the coarsening step directly in the 

Poisson-E\I algorithm derived at the fine level. 

4.4.5 Burt and Adelson's Pyramidal Algorithm 

The object representation schemes presented previously are rather ad hoc repre

sentation schemes. In the remainder of this chapter representations schemes common 

in pyramidal algorithms, and more specifically in wavelet multiresolution analysis, are 

used to effectively represent an object as a linear combination of trend and fluctuation 

components. The object f is defined on the grid Q/,, i.e., f G = /"(Q/;,). The object 

space, H, is alternatively represented by two spaces B C 1~{^l) and V C that 
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proc Multigrid minimum cross-entropy method 

k  ̂  m g L ,  h j l ,  I ^ L )  
C£,-i = RiHiii g£,_i = RlZL 
et-i <—^(gL-i: •ff£.-ie£,-i + C£,_i, £^£,-1) 
for / = L — 1 to iV/ + 2 step — 1 

c,_i = Ri{ci + Hiki) gf_i = Rigi 
^ i - i  < — H i - i e i - i  +  c i - i ,  u i - i )  

end for 
C j v r  =  R \ r +  H x r + i G , \ r + i )  
g\[ = Rxr+igiu-hi 
Ga/ <— J^{Em, H\ie\! + Ca^, 00) 
for / = iV/ to L — 2 step +1 

6/4.1 <— e/+i -h Pi+i^i 
e/+i <—A f { g i + i ,  +  c i + i ,  i ^ i + i )  

end for 

— fi + P L ^ l - I  
end proc 

function 
jV := Modified Cross-entropic algorithm 

end function 

Figure 4.6: Simple V-Cycle multigrid algorithm for solving = gi using a mini
mum cross-entropy formulation. 

comprise of the trend and fluctuation components of the object respectively. The 

trend and fluctuation components of the object f are denoted by b € 5 and d G. T> 

respectively. Let R : 1~{Ql) —>• be a restriction operator that maps f to /3 

where (3 is defined on and P : be a prolongation operator. 

This operator is defined as the adjoint of the restriction operator. The adjoint of the 

operator R, denoted by R\ is defined as the operator that satisfies the inner product 
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relation given by (x, i?y)/2(nt_t) = y)i^(nt) ^^here x G y € P {Q l ). 

Hence P = = 2/?'. The restriction operator is a FIR low-pass filter, followed by 

a downsampler. The prolongation operation is an upsampler followed by an inter

polation operation. In the Burt and Adelson [135] pyramidal algorithm, a class of 

FIR low-pass filter coefficients were introduced, that essentially results in a Lapla-

cian pyramid scheme. The representation of the object in this scheme is shown in 

Figure 4.7 (a) and is summarized as, 

f = PI3 + S 

=  P R f  +  { I  -  P R ) f  

=  b 4 - d .  

The object f is denoted by the alternate representation [13, <5] and hence in terms 

of the background-detail components [P/2f, (/ — P/?)f]. The Burt and .\delson 

representation scheme comprises of splitting the object space T-L into two subspaces 

3 and V: H —>• {B, V}. The basis functions that span the two component-spaces 

are nonorthogonal and overcomplete. 

4.4.6 Wavelet Multiresolution Analysis 

Wavelet multiresolution analysis is a general scheme for representing functions in 

terms of simpler, fixed functions (wavelets) at multiple scales and positions. This 

representation scheme has found several applications in signal processing. Wavelet 
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(a) 

f ' 
(b) 

Figure 4.7: Trend-Fluctuation representation schemes: (a) Laplacian pyramid at one 
resolution level and (b) Wavelet pyramid at one resolution level. 

theory is closely related to the Quadrature Mirror Filter (QMF) theorj^- in mul-

tirate signal processing and to multiresolution analysis in image processing [136]. 

Several excellent references discuss the theorv' of wavelet multiresolution analyses 

(cf. [137, 136, 138, 139, 140, 141] and references therein). An outline of wavelet repre

sentations is presented to keep the discussion complete. In a wavelet-based pyramidal 

representation scheme, the object space Tii = is decomposed into a hierarchy 

of wavelet subspaces Pl-I; • • •, where M is arbitrarily chosen. The 

wavelet bases span the subspaces V i ,  I  =  L  —  I ,  L — 2, •••, M  and the scaling 

functions span Bi, / = L — 1, Z- — 2, - • •, M. Let Hi = Bi, I = L — I, • • •, M. The 

space Vi-i is a complement of the subspace Bi-i in Hi for all I. This is represented by 

the direct sum Hi = Bi-i The space P/_i, essentially comprises of the "fluc

tuation" information that is required to take the approximation in Bi-y at level I — 1 
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to the approximation in Hi at level I. The pyramidal representation scheme of is 

denoted by the direct sum © V1-2 © • • • © The wavelet-based 

pyramid representation is orthogonal if is orthogonal to The orthog

onality is denoted by Bi -i I-Vl -i . Similarly, a wavelet-based pyramid representa

tion is biorthogonal if the dual subspaces Bc-i and ©£,-1 satisfy and 

Bl-iI-'Dl-i- Let -R? • and Rf : /"(fij) —>• i~{Q.i-i) be two restriction 

operators and —)• and Pf : be two prolongation 

operators. The transform coefficients for the scaling and wavelet basis functions at 

level I for different shifts are represented in a vector form by 0i = ^ and 

51 € /'(fi/) respectively. Hence, the object is denoted alternately by the transform 

coefficients, Sm, ••-, 5£,_i]. The linear restriction operators R'l 

and i?f map the vector l3i = fi to and 5i-i respectively. Let b/ G be the 

background components at the different levels I with b/ = P^RffSi and dj € be 

the detail components with d; = PfRf^i. The restriction operators and the prolon

gation operators are closely related to Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF) in multirate 

signal processing theory [139]. The perfect reconstruction property of the filter bank 

can be equivalently stated as P^R'' + P'^R'^ = I. The representation of an object in 

wavelet representation at a single resolution level is shown in Figure 4.7 (b) and can 

be written as, 

f = P''(3 + P'̂ S 

= P''R''f + P'^R'^f 
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= b + d, 

where b = and d = P'^R^i are the trend and fluctuation components respec

tively. The object f is denoted by the alternate representation [/3, <5] and hence in 

terms of the trend-fluctuation components [P''RH, P'^RH], 

4.5 Wavelet Subspace Based Multigrid Formulation 

4.5.1 Imaging Equations and Wavelet Representations 

The multigrid theory and the wave let-based multiresolution analysis are concep

tually closely related. The similarity between the two theories was recently inves

tigated in an excellent communication [142]. In this section, an outline of this dis

cussion is presented. As a result a wavelet subspace based multigrid formulation 

is proposed. The discussion is restricted to a single pyramidal level. The exten

sion to multiple levels is straightforward. In multigrid theory, the linear system 

of equations g^, = was considered, where ff, 6 Tic, = The system 

of equations was then represented at a coarser grid, viz., Rcgi = RbHcPifL-].-

Note that the error term is included in the vector f^-i. The vector f^, 6 Hl at 

level L is approximately represented by b^. € B^-i, where b/: = PlRl^l- Thus 

Bi-\ C T-Ll and = Range{P/;,}. The complement of in can be written 

as Vi-x = Nullspace{/?£,} and Hi = Bc-\, ©P^-i. Similarly in the wavelet-based 

pyramidal representation the vector i[^ 6 V-l at level L is approximately represented 
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by bi, € B l -i , where b^, = The "fluctuation" information necessary to take 

the approximation at L — 1 to L is represented by d^, 6 where 

The two subspaces are spanned by the scaling functions and the wavelet basis func

tions and may or may not be orthogonal. The difference between the two theories 

is that multigrid methods deal with the approximate "trend" component at a given 

level and neglect the "fluctuation" component that resides in the nullspace of /?£,. 

However, in the wavelet representation, the object is represented by the trend and 

fluctuation components to completely describe ff, € %l- Further, the description of 

the linear system of equations g^, = comprises of two systems of equations in 

the wavelet scheme of representations at level L — This is due to the represen

tation of gi in its trend and fluctuation components. However, in multigrid theory, 

the second system of equations is neglected. The description of the linear system of 

equations g^, = Hiii in the multigrid theory and wavelet-based pyramidal technique 

are shown in Figures 4.8 (a) and (b) respectively. Note the second system of equa

tions in Figure 4.8 (b) that is necessary in the wavelet domain to completely specify 

the original system of equations. 

The basic principle of a multigrid method, as stated previously, is the addition of 

coarse grid correction term to a fine grid approximation. This principle is however not 

obvious from the system of equations in Figure 4.8 (a). Further, the correction term, 

denoted in general by e resides in the subspace B. The estimation of the element in 

the complement space V is indirectly performed by corrections in the next fine level. 
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Multigrid Formulation 

g£, = Hi^c 

R l S L  = 

(a) 

Wavelet Multigrid Formulation: I 

SL = H^L 

Wavelet Representation 

gL = H t f c  

R' l Sl  

R l S l  

R l H L P l h - i + R ' L H L P i S L - i  

R j H r ^ P t h . i  +  R j H L P t S L - i  

(b) 

Wavelet Multigrid Formulation: II 

S L  =  H c h  

RISL = RIHCPTH- i  + RIHCPTSL- i  Rl Sl  =  RLHCPLK- i  +  RIHl PISl -

(c) (d) 

Figure 4.8: Imaging equations in four different formulations. 

In Figure 4.8 (c) and 4.8 (d), two systems of equations are outlined, which lead to 

alternate multigrid formulations based on the wavelet subspaces. The basic differ

ence between the system of equations in Figure 4.8 (a) and those in Figure 4.8 (c) 

and 4.8 (d) is in the definition of the subspaces Bi-i and In Figure 4.8 (a) 

Bi-i = RangejPf,} and Vc-i = Nullspace{i2t} and in Figure 4.8 (c) and 4.8 (d) 

Bi-i = Spa.n{scaling functions} and = Span(u;at;e/e^ functions}, i.e. 

is spanned by an orthonormal set consisting of translations of scaled versions of a 

scaling function and Vl-i is spanned by an orthonormal set consisting of trans

lations of scaled versions of a wavelet function. A multigrid formulation based on 

system of equations shown in Figure 4.8 (c) is developed. The principle is essentially 

similar to that of a traditional multigrid method. The main difference is that the 
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role of the correction term is played by the detail component, denoted in general 

by d instead of e. This "correction" term is added to approximate estimates in B 

obtained from the previous coarse level. Hence the principle, coarse grid correction 

via the detail component to form fine grid background component approximation. 

Based on this discussion, a wavelet-based multigrid method is formulated and 

outlined in Figure 4.9. The principle is essentially similar to that of a traditional 

multigrid method. The main difference is that the role of the correction term is 

played by the wavelet coefficient denoted by S. This "correction" term is added 

to approximate estimate obtained from the previous coarse level. Hence the princi

ple, coarse grid correction via the wavelet coefficients to form fine grid background 

component approximation. The system of equations for levels L — I, L — 2 are 

= f£,_i and resp., R'^A^Pl and .4£,_2 

f,_i Ri(y, - and r,_2 RI^A Y l-i - A^.^h^-i). 

This multigrid scheme corresponds to the wavelet multigrid formulation: I shown in 

Figure 4.8 (c). Similarly an identical formulation can be proposed for the wavelet 

multigrid formulation: II shown in Figure 4.8 (d). The system of equations for levels 

L — I, L — 2 in this formulation are = f£,_i and = fi,-2 resp., 

RiAtPt and = RI^^RUl Pl PLv  = RHy l  - A^ and 

f£,_2 R'[_i{yL-i -

In the literature on image reconstruction and restoration, proposals for application 

of wavelets are enormous. However, a significant number of such schemes utilize the 
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proc VVavelet-Subspace Based V-Cycle 

bw+i ~ • • • -^iyt 
^ x r  = ̂ Ar+i(yw+i ~ -'iiV/+ibA/-+i) 
Sm <— jV(fjv/', A^Sxi, oo) 

bw+2 = ^iU+2(bAr+i + Pxr-ui^xr) 
^ M + l  =  P - X l + o i y x t + ' Z  —  A X [ ^ 2 ^ M ^ 2 )  
for I = M to L — 3 step +1 

'Si+i <—jV(rj+i, Ai^iSi+i, vi+i) 

b/+3 = ^A/+3(b/+2 + Pf+o^l+l) 
ii+2 = R\+z{yi+2 — AI+Z^M) 

end for 

S l - 1 <  
fL = hL + Pih-i 

end proc 

function 
jV := Iterative smoother 

end function 

Figure 4.9: VVavelet-Subspace Based V-Cycle for solving A^x^ = y^,. 

wavelet representation scheme as seen in Figure 4.8 (b). An partial assortment of 

such schemes can be found in the following references: [143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 

149, 150]. 

4.5.2 Wavelet Subspace and Minimum Cross-Entropy Methods 

The wavelet subspace based multigrid formulations in Figures 4.8 (c) and (d) 

are intuitive extensions of the general multigrid methods. The scheme Jis shown 

in Figure 4.9. however, cannot be directly applied to the minimum cross-entropy 
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formulations. The strict nonnegativity assumption in the definition of cross-entropy 

prohibits the use of the wavelet-based schemes shown in Figure 4.9. However, if for 

example a least-squares formulation is assumed then the wavelet scheme is directly 

applicable. Indeed, the following problem 

h = z.Tgmm DisiHcii: g,L)- (4.27) 

can be solved using the wavelet multigrid formulations I and II. if we define Ai 

H I H l ,  X l  f t  a n d  =  H [ g i .  

The cross-entropy formulations, however, can be used on a modified version of the 

wavelet subspace based multigrid formulation I. (The multigrid formulation II does 

not easily lend itself to a modified implementation for the cross-entropy schemes.) 

The description of this modified wavelet subspace based multigrid formulation I for 

the cross-entropy problems is presented below. 

Consider the minimum cross-entropy data-consistency problem: B: 

fz, = argmin £>ce(/i'£,f£,, g£,)- (4.28) 
ft 

The imaging equations and hence the cross-entropy distance formulation at all levels 

are derived. The imaging equations, for levels L, and L — 1, are obtained as follows: 

H c i h c + d c )  =  g L  H c d i + c c  =  g i  

R ^L^lPl{^L-\ + ̂ L-l) + -f Ct_i = g£,_[ 

where 
c/: = H c h ,  

H t - ,  = R 'l H l P I  and + d ^ )  



proc Multigrid method on wavelet subspaces 

Ci, = /ftbt 
for / = L to A/ + 1 step —1 

Si-i = R'lSi 
Ci_i = R'lci 

end for 
dw <— •A/'CgAfj + c,v/, oc) 
for I = M to L — 2 step +1 

di+i <— 

d/+i •< ^(g;+i, /fi+idi+i + Cf+I, fj+i) 
end for 
d, ̂  P^d,_i 
dt, <—H c d c  +  c c ,  U i )  
h < —  b c +  d c  

end proc 

function 
jV := Modified Cross-entropic algorithm 

end function 

Figure 4.10: Multigrid method on wavelet subspaces. 

The procedure is repeated for / = L — 2, L — 3, - • •, M. Having defined the 

system of equations at all the levels, I = L, L — 1, • ••, M, the multigrid method is 

now formulated. The steps involved in the derivation of the algorithm is similar to 

that of the multigrid minimum-cross-entropic methods. The wavelet-subspace based 

multigrid minimum cross-entropy distance method is presented as a pseudocode in 

Figure 4.10. 



4.5.3 Discussions on Wavelet Subspace Cross-Entropy Methods 

The wavelet subspace minimum cross-entropy scheme presented in Figure 4.10. 

although based on the simple wavelet subspace based V-cycle scheme, has some 

important distinctions. The prime difference is the fact that while the simple wavelet 

subspace based V-cycle scheme estimates the wavelet coefficients at each resolution 

level, the wavelet subspace minimum cross-entropy scheme estimates the elements of 

the subspaces spanned by the wavelet coefficients at each resolution level. In addition 

to this distinction, it is also noted that the current scheme solves a cross-entropy 

problem at each level, using the modified imaging equations at the corresponding 

resolution grid level. 

The iterative estimator at each level, denoted by jV in Figure 4.10, is identical 

to the Modified SMART algorithm for the Trend-Fluctuation representation scheme: 

Type B shown in Table 4.4. A similar iterative scheme can also be formulated for the 

minimum cross-entropic data-consistency principle: A. The choice of the restriction 

and prolongation operators and hence the wavelet basis need to be investigated for 

different types of objects. The primary objective, in the choice of the operators, is 

to ensure the fluctuation components have a significant number of sample locations 

with near zero values. Finally, addition of flexible and rigid a priori constraints 

in the estimation of the fluctuation component at each level and its effectiveness 

on suppressing ringing artifacts that persist need to be studied. However, simple 

cross-entropic priors, discussed earlier are implemented and the constraints on the 
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fluctuation component translate, conceptually, to fully adaptive multigrid methods in 

numerical methods literature. 

4.6 Simulation Results 

In this section, empirical evaluation of the performance of the four object represen

tations: background-foreground, trend-fluctuation: type A, trend-fluctuation: type B 

and the wavelet-subspace-based minimum cross-entropic methods are presented. The 

synthetic signal A of length 256, shown in Figure 4.1, is used throughout the simula

tion experiments. This object, as noted before, consists of several point-like objects 

on a slowly varying background, to simulate the eflfects of stars in a night sky. The 

signal is blurred with a point-spread function which simulates the one-dimensional 

equivalent of a diffraction-limited optical system. The "aperture diameter" is chosen 

such that the cutoff frequency is one-fourth the discrete folding frequency. Xoise is 

introduced into the blurred signal to simulate photon noise, i. e., Poisson random 

numbers are constructed from the blurred signal. The four representation schemes 

are tested on the synthetic signal. The modified Poisson-MLE algorithms are used 

in the estimations. The modified EM (RL) and the modified SMART algorithms re

sulted in near identical results as the Poisson-MLE. In background-foreground and 

trend-fluctuation: type B schemes, severe Gaussian blur is used to estimate the 

background/trend component. For the trend-fluctuation: type A scheme, instead 

of iteratively estimating the trend component using the procedure described, the 
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datum vector g'' is assumed to be the estimate b. In other words, the iteration 

for the trend component estimation is stopped at the initial estimate itself. Fig

ures 4.12. 4.14, 4.16, 4.18 show the results of the estimation procedures for original 

Poisson-MLE and the modified Poisson-MLEs for the background-foreground and 

trend-fluctuation schemes. The original Poisson-MLE algorithm has severe ringing 

artifacts, however this is less severe in the other schemes. The "halo effect" is dom

inant in the background-foreground scheme. The improvement of the estimate from 

the background-foreground scheme to the trend-fluctuation: type B is significant. 

The improvement in the spectral-extrapolation is shown in Figures 4.13, 4.15. 4.17. 

4.19. The results for the unconstrained wavelet-subspace based multigrid scheme are 

shown in Figures 4.20, 4.21. The wavelet basis is the quadratic spline wavelet ba

sis used previously in the characterization of edges [151]. The number of resolution 

grid levels is chosen arbitrarily to be two. The unconstrained wavelet-subspace based 

multigrid scheme results in a "spiky" estimate when the iteration cycles are increased 

at each level. This is due to the ill-posedness of the super-resolution problem. The 

unconstrained wavelet-subspace based multigrid scheme implements a cross-entropic 

a priori constraint on the fluctuation components (elements of the subspace spanned 

by the wavelet coefficients at that level) at each level. The results are shown in Fig

ures 4.22, 4.23. The results are promising compared to the other object representation 

schemes. However, as noted previously, extensive empirical studies on a variety of 

objects using different basis functions need to be done to validate the scheme. The 
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empirical study needs to be extended to two-dimensions for all the representation 

schemes. 

The primary goal of introducing alternate representations of the object using ad 

hoc schemes or some popular basis functions is an attempt to introducing approxi

mate sparsity in the object, a key requirement in attaining improved resolution and 

improved signal-to-noise ratios. The problem in this alternate representation is how

ever still ill-posed. Regularization is still required to suppress the artifacts introduced 

due to the presence of noise. A lack of regularization is evident as "spiky" recon

structions in the alternate "sparse" representations and a "ringing" reconstruction in 

the natural pixel basis representation discussed in Chapter 3. Compare for examples 

the results in Figures 4.13 and 4.15. The key diflference in the natural pixel basis 

representation (Chapter 3) and the alternate "sparse" representation (Chapter 4) as 

far as the observed empirical evidence goes is the compromise made between resolu

tion and accuracy. The resolution is sacrificed significantly in the natural pixel basis 

to keep the noise artifacts at a tolerable minimum. However, regularization of the 

approximate sparse representation results in a better compromise. Resolution gain is 

preserved while keeping the artifacts low. 

4.7 Related Space Decompositions 

Introduction 
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Multiresolution analyses and multigrid methods are seen to have a common under

lying framework. In this section the similarities of some other deconvolution schemes 

are explored using a similar unified space decomposition formulation that links mul

tiresolution analyses and multigrid methods. These deconvolution schemes include 

background-foreground methods, Grenander"s method of sieves and the method of 

resolution kernels. These techniques, although not multigrid or wavelet methods in 

the strict sense, fit well in the space decomposition formulation. 

Let Qi = represent a one-dimensional grid and assume that the object is 

bounded by a unit segment. Hence fit, corresponds to a grid of 2'' sample locations. 

The object it and image g£, are defined on the grid i.e., ff,, g£, G V-l = 

For H i  = ( h i j )  i ,  j = 0, • • •, 2^ — 1 describing the impulse response of the imaging 

system, the imaging system can be described by the discrete-discrete imaging model. 

Note that for simplicity of analysis, it is assumed that the system is noise-free. In the 

canonical basis representation, the space decomposition is given by the direct sum 

0.. •052i_i, where Sk = span{e*^}. Further, if is a circulant, more 

J" J" 
generally Toeplitz, matrix and ff, —>• Ft,, g^, —> G^, and Di — diag(rfo, -. -, c/2i._i), 

where T denotes the discrete Fourier transform operation and rft are the transfer 

function coefficients of the point spread function (psf), then the imaging equation 

can be described as equation (4.30) in Figure 4.11 and Hi = 5o © <Si © • - • © <S2i._i, 

where Sk = span|;j^(0 W't!' and Wol *= exp^—j|f)- If Hi is 

not circulant, then the diagonalization of the operator Hi is performed using the 
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EL II (4.29) 

Gc = DtFi (4.30) 

R l E L  = RtHiPLh-- I  (4.31) 

R'lSL = R^H,Plh-. 1  +  (4.32) 

Rise (4.33) 

Figure 4.11: Imaging equations in different subspace formulations. 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). This results in different basis representations 

of the object and image vector. In this case there are two space decompositions, 

one for the object and the other for the image. In the remainder of the section, 

a cursorv' overview of existing deconvolution methods from the perspective of space 

decomposition is presented. 

4.7.1 Background-Foreground Method 

Unique recovery- of signals by spectral extrapolation techniques is dependent on 

the sparsity of the signal. In addition to this requirement for unique recovery, certain 

methods like Maximum Entropy (ME), CLE.A.N and Polsson model-based methods 

exhibit improved performance when the object is sparse. Unfortunately, in real-

world applications, objects are rarely sparse. A common approach to solving this 

problem is to split the object into two components: background component and 
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foreground component, and estimate the components individually. This approach 

can be trivially interpreted in the unified space decomposition formulation. The 

object space T-Lc is split into two subspaces Bc-i and that are complements 

in 'Ki, hence = Bl-i © "Cl-i- The basis functions that span the two subspaces 

decide the "smoothness" of the elements in S£,-i and the sparsity or approximate 

sparsity of the elements in P£,_i. For the wavelet bases, the scaling function and 

wavelets span Bc-i and X't-i respectively. 

4.7.2 Grenander's Method of Sieves 

In several estimation problems, the object (parameter) space is often too big. 

Grenander's method of sieves [81] limits the estimation to a constrained subspace of 

the object space. In the past, the method of sieves has been used for non-parametric 

density estimation, power spectrum estimation and other maximum likelihood esti

mation problems. Recently [83], a smoothness sieve for a Poisson-based maximum 

likelihood estimation problem was proposed to reduce noise artifacts in deconvolu-

tion. The problem was posed as follows: {[, = argminf^e5 Dceigc, Hiii) with the 

sieve defined as «S = | ii = Cx}. Dee refers to the cross-entropy distance, C is a 

Gaussian psf and x a nonnegative vector. In the space decomposition formulation, an 

essentially identical way of looking at the problem for a general linear transformation 

C is the construction of a sieve subspace of an abstract space. Following the nota

tions used earlier, a probable candidate for the sieve subspace can be represented by 
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S = where G S. The abstract space is indeed Hl , with S C He- The sieve 

is defined as: «S = {f£, j ff, = where x € Tic- The "smoothing" property 

of the sieve is effected by the restriction operator. If the restriction operator is a 

Gaussian operator as in the Burt-Adelson pyramidal scheme, the sieve is similar to 

the one proposed in [83]. 

4.7.3 Intrinsic Correlation Function (ICF) 

ME deconvolution methods are extremely popular in the astronomical commu

nity. In several earlier ME methods, the entropy term did not assume any spatial 

correlation between pixels in the object. The Intrinsic Correlation Function (ICF) 

model with "hidden" uncorrelated distribution was proposed to introduce correlations 

amongst neighboring pixels [152], [153]. This has been recently extended to correla

tion at multiple scales [154],[155]. In [156], an adaptive version of the multiscale ICFs 

is presented. The essence of the multiscale ICFs can be obtained from the problem 

statement: x = argminx ^^£,EiC"x') + Ei •C>ce{x', x')}, where denotes 

the least squares distance, x''s are the prior "hidden" uncorrelated distributions and 

ff, = 5Z, C'x'. For the single scale case, = Cx, this technique is identical to the 

sieves method in [83] except for the flexible constraint (minimum cross-entropy) on 

the "hidden" distributions. The interpretation based on the space decomposition 

formulation is a trivial extension of the previous case. Let «S, i = L — 1,..., M be 

the "sieve" subspaces, x', x' 6 Tic be the "hidden" variables and "hidden" priors 
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respectively. A cascade of prolongatioa-restriction operators are related to the ICFs, 

e . g .  —  P l R l  i n t r o d u c e s  c o r r e l a t i o n  g o i n g  f r o m  H i  t o  S c - i ,  C ~  —  P l P l - i R l - i R l  

introduces correlation from He to Sc-2, etc. However there is a fle.>cible constraint 

on the "hidden" variables in Hi, for each subspace, Si, in the form of minimum 

cross-entropy principle. 

4.7.4 Method of Resolution Kernels 

The method of resolution kernels initially proposed in [83] and latter applied to 

other deconvolution problems [84], [85] attempts to suppress the ringing artifacts due 

to the ill-posedness of the deconvolution problem. The main idea in this approach is 

to seek an estimate not of the object but of a "smoother" function. In the method of 

resolution kernels the psf matrix is alternatively represented as a cascade of linear 

shift-invariant operators. Let Hi HlHl, x Hlfc where Hi is a resolution kernel 

and X is the smoother function being estimated via the imaging model gi = HIk. 

The method of resolution kernels in [83] can be made equivalent to an approach in the 

multigrid-wavelet space decomposition by placing rigid constraints of the following 

nature, on the "correction" estimate or the wavelet coefficient: e^, 6i = 0, I = 

L — I, L — 2,..., iV, where N M. In [85], the method of resolution kernels is 

extended to include simple one-level restriction and prolongation operators. 
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50 100 150 200 250 

Figure 4.12: Super-resolution result using the original Poisson-MLE. 

Figure 4.13: Magnitude Fourier spectrum and "trend" for the original Poisson-MLE. 
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Figure 4.14: Super-resolution result using the Background-Foreground representation 
scheme. 
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Figure 4.15: Magnitude Fourier spectrum and "trend" for Background-Foreground 
representation scheme. 
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Figure 4.16: Super-resolution result using the Trend-Fluctuation: Type A represen
tation scheme. 
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Figure 4.17: Magnitude Fourier spectrum and "trend" for Trend-Fluctuation: Type 
A representation scheme. 
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Figure 4.18: Super-resolution result using the Trend-Fluctuation: Type B represen
tation scheme. 
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Figure 4.19: Magnitude Fourier spectrum and "trend" for Trend-Fluctuation: Type 
B representation scheme. 
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Figure 4.20: Super-resolution result using the wavelet-subspace based multigrid 
scheme. 
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Figure 4.21: Magnitude Fourier spectrum and "trend" for the wavelet-subspace based 
multigrid scheme. 
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Figure 4.22: Super-resolution result using the wavelet-subspace based multigrid 
scheme (a priori cross-entropic regularization). 
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Figure 4.2.3: Magnitude Fourier spectrum and "trend" for the wavelet-subspace based 
multigrid scheme (a priori cross-entropic regularization). 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Least-squares solutioa to estimation problems have been the predominant tech

nique in several application areas. In image super-resolution, the Gerchberg-Papoulis 

algorithm, maximum entropy constrained least-squares solutions are some of the more 

popular examples based on the least-squares principle. The reason attributed to this 

dominance is the analytical tractability of the squared Euclidean-norm. Minimum 

cross-entropy principle (or minimum discrimination information to be more precise) 

has been dominant in statistical and information theoretical applications, for the es

timation of probability density functions and probability mass functions. Based on 

axiomatic principles, it has been proven that minimum cross-entropy principle is the 

"best" selection principle for the estimation of elements in the space described by 

X — TZ'^. In the opinion of the author, inadequate tools to solve the apparently 

intractable minimum cross-entropy problems in linear imaging has limited the use 

of the principle. The advent of the EM technique in 1977 and later on its general

ization, the alternating projections technique in 1984, has seen the emergence of the 

minimum cross-entropy principle in the medical imaging scenario. Ironically, these 

techniques can be traced back to the work of Bregman in 1967. 
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The primary focus of this dissertation has been the application of the minimum 

cross-entropy principle to the image super-resolution problem. Picard-type iterations 

and alternating projection techniques are used throughout the dissertation. Iterative 

techniques to solve weighted/non-weighted, constrained/unconstrained, with a pri

ori/without a pnon constraints, standard/accelerated minimum cross-entropy super-

resolution problems are derived. Some previously existing algorithms developed in 

medical imaging are re-derived and variations proposed. (The algorithms developed 

to solve minimum cross-entropy problems in linear imaging belong to a general cat

egory of algorithms in machine learning, referred to as "multiplicative updating' ^ 

techniques as opposed to ''additive correction" techniques encountered commonly in 

least-squares formulations.) 

An elegant and popular approach to solving problems posed in the form of rigid 

constraints (convex constraint sets) is the POCS technique, POCS has been limited 

primarily to least-squares projections, although a more generalized distance measure 

has been proposed in the past. The extension of POCS based on cross-entropic pro

jections leads to an elegant POCS interpretation of minimum cross-entropy methods. 

This interpretation leads to the possibility of including additional a priori informa

tion, available in the form of closed convex sets into the problem formulation. Succes

sive and accelerated versions of the algorithms were re-derived in the cross-entropic 

POCS formulation. 

^The author, while writing up this dissertation, was introduced to a recent technical report [157] 
on this class of learning algorithms. 
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Image super-resolution techniques based on minimum cross-entropic methods re

sult in better performance (resolution gain and noise suppressing) if the object is 

"nearly black" or sparsely distributed. This is a severe restriction on the scope of the 

applications of these methods. A sparsely distributed object riding on an infinite-

e.xtent slowly varying background is very common. Representation techniques for an 

object that separate this background/trend from the foreground/fluctuation compo

nent were presented. Smooth backgrounds were verv- easy to estimate. The fluc

tuation component, although not ideally sparse, is a very good approximation of 

"nearly black" object. Minimum cross-entropy formulations for the different object 

representation schemes are proposed and iterative solutions are presented. 

Multigrid methods and multiresolution pyramidal algorithms are two closely re

lated concepts. Wavelet representations (an example of a multiresolution analysis), 

have achieved tremendous success in signal compression applications. This is a di

rect consequence of the fact that the wavelet transform redistributes the energ\' in 

the signal to small number of transform coefficients, thus making the wavelet rep

resentation approximately sparse. In addition, the spaces spanned by the wavelet 

bases comprise of elements with a significant number of near zero sample values. 

Concurrently, multigrid methods have gained wide acceptance in numerical methods. 

Multigrid methods were proposed to improve convergence rates of some iterative 

methods by appending corrections from coarse grids to an approximate estimate at 

the fine grid. The similarities and differences of the two concepts as pertaining to the 
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imaging equation were expounded This leads to a multigrid formulation based on the 

wavelet subspaces. This provides a more formal method of alternate signal represen

tation compared to the rather ad hoc background-foreground and trend-fluctuation 

representations. A unified space decomposition formulation, in the context of image 

deconvolution problems, was presented. Some existing deconvolution schemes are 

interpreted in the context of the space decomposition formulation. 
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Appendix A 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

" I want M know how God created this 

world. I am not interested in this or 

that phenomenon, in the spectrum of 

this or that element. I want to know 

his thoughts: the rest are details." 

-Albert Einstein 

Figure .A-l: Original images (256 x 256). (a) Top left: "Lenna", (b) Top right: 
"Geometrical Shapes", (c) Bottom left: Digital negative of "Quote". 



" I want r.o know how God created this 

— world. I am not interested in this or 

—I— —.1 • . . .  1 that phenomenon, in the spectrum of 

this or that element. I want to know 

- his thoughts; the rest are details." 

— - ^ — -Aiiert Einstein 

Figure A.2: Deblurred estimates for horizontal blur (15 pixels wide), (a) Top: Blurred 
(PSNR = 20.13 dB) and deblurred (PSNR = 39.45 dB) images of "Lenna", (b) 
Bottom: Blurred (PSN'R = 15.69 dB) and deblurred (PSNR = 39.40 dB) images of 
"Quote". 



Figure A.3: DifFraction-limited images of "Lenna". (a) Top: No noise (PSNR 
23.77 dB), (b) Bottom: Poisson Noise (PSNR = 23.59 dB). 
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Figure A.4: Super-Resolution results (after 500 iterations) from a diffraction-limited 
noise-free image of "Lenna". (a) Top left: Poisson-MLE algorithm (PSNR = 
28.68 dB), (b) Top right: Poisson-EM algorithm (PSNR = 28.69 dB), (c) Bottom 
left: SMART algorithm (PSNR = 28.68 dB), (d) Bottom right: 'LOG' algorithm 
(PSNR = 28.69 dB). 



Figure A.5: Super-Resolution results (after 500 iterations) from a diffraction-limited 
noisy image of "Lenna". (a) Top left: Poisson-MLE algorithm (PSNR = 24.52 dB), 
(b) Top right: Poisson-EM algorithm (PSNR = 24.53 dB), (c) Bottom left: SMART 
algorithm (PSNR = 24.52 dB), (d) Bottom right: 'LOG' algorithm (PSNR = 
24.52 dB). 
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Figure A.6: Super-Resolution results, (a) Top: Diffraction-limited noise-free image 
of "Geometrical Shapes" (PSNR = 17.47 dB) and super-resolved result after 500 
iterations of Poisson-EM algorithm (PSNR = 22.28 dB), (b) Bottom: Diffraction-
limited noisy image of "Geometrical Shapes" (PSNR = 17.26 dB) and super-resolved 
result after 500 iterations of Poisson-EM algorithm (PSNR = 19.65 dB). 
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Figure A.7; Super-Resolution results, (a) Top: Diffraction-limited noise-free image 
of "Quote" (PSNR = 15.30 dB) and super-resolved result after 500 iterations of 
Poisson-EM algorithm (PSNR = 17.41 dB), (b) Bottom: Diffraction-limited noisy 
image of "Quote" (PSNR = 15.28 dB) and super-resolved result after 500 iterations 
of Poisson-EM algorithm (PSNR = 16.30 dB). 
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Figure A.8: Super-Resolution results after 50,000 iterations of Poisson-EM algorithm 
on diffraction-limited noise-free images of (a) Top left; "Lenna" (PSNR = 29.22 dB), 
(b) Top right: "Geometrical Shapes" (PSNR = 24.21 dB), (c) Bottom left: Digital 
negative of "Quote" (PSNR = 19.40 dB). 
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Figure A.9: Log magnitude Fourier spectrum of the object, diffraction-limited 
noise-free image and super-resolved result, after 50,000 iterations, for (a) Top row: 
"Lenna", (b) Middle row: "Geometrical Shapes", (c) Bottom row: "Quote". 
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Figure A.10: Super-Resolution results (using maximum gray-level/support con
straints) after 5,000 iterations of modified Poisson-EM algorithm on diffraction-
limited noise-free images of (a) Top left: "Lenna" (PSNR = 23.76 dB), (b) Top 
right: "Geometrical Shapes"(PSNR = 37.47 dB), (c) Bottom left: Digital negative 
of "Quote" (PSNR = 35.30 dB). 
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Figure A.ll: Constrained super-resolution results {wi = 0.97 and 500 iterations of 
modified Poisson-EM algorithm) from diffraction-limited noisy image of "Lenna". (a) 
Top left: Maximum gray-level constraint (PSNR = 24.62 dB), (b) Top right: Using 
mean photon count prior (PSNR = 25.98 dB), (c) Bottom left: Using blurred image 
prior (PSNR = 26.60 dB), (d) Bottom right: Using "quantized" blurred image prior 
(PSNR = 26.19 dB). 
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Figure A. 12: Constrained super-resolution results (iwi = 0.97 and 500 iterations of 
modified Poisson-EM algorithm) from difFraction-limited noisy image of "Geometrical 
Shapes". (a) Top left: Using support and maximum gray-level constraint (PSNR = 
23.93 dB), (b) Top right: Using mean photon count prior (PSNR = 18.05 dB), (c) 
Bottom left: Using blurred image prior (PSNR = 19.69 dB), (d) Bottom right: Using 
"quantized" blurred image prior (PSNR = 19.71 dB). 
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Figure A. 13; Constrained super-resolution results (500 iterations of modified Poisson-
EM algorithm), (a) Top left: Using support and maximum gray-level constraints on a 
diffraction-limited noise-free image of "Quote" (PSNR = 17.53 dB) {wi = 0.97), (b) 
Bottom left; Using support and maximum gray-level constraints on a diffraction-
limited noisy image of "Quote" (PSNR = 16.67 dB) (u;i = 0.97), (c) Bottom 
right; Using support, maximum gray-level constraints and blurred image prior on 
a diffraction-limited noisy image of "Quote" (PSNR = 16.46 dB) {w\ = 0.96, 
Wo = 0.03). 
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Appendix B 

PROPERTIES OF CROSS-ENTROPY 

Property B.l (Postive-Definite Property) Letx, y E X where X = TZ'^. Then 

^ce(x, y) > 0 (B.l) 

with equality if and only if Xi = y,-, Vz. 
Proof: 

The proof follows from the inequality Ina > 1 — ^ for a > 0 and the fact that 
the equality holds if and only if a = 1. A 

Property B.2 (Pythagorean Property: A) For a closed convex set C C and 
vector y £ X = y ^ C, let V^^y £ C be the vector that achieves the minimum 
cross-entropic distance to y, i.e., Dce{Vy, y) = minx^c Dce{x, y)- Then 

Dce{y-. y) > ̂ ce(x, Vy) + Dce{Vy, y) 

for all X 6 C. 
Proof: (Extension of a proof in reference [36]) 

Consider any x e C. Let 

= Ax + (1 - A)T'y. (B.2) 

Then x*^ —> Vy as A —> 0. Further since C is convex, x"^ G C for 0 < A < 1. 
Since DcdVy, y) is the minimum of Dce{x^, y) along the path Vy —> x^, the 

derivative of Dce{x^, y) as a function of A is non-negative at A = 0. Now 

Dee = + Vi " ' (B-3) 
i 

and 

dX 

Setting A = 0, so that x"^ = V y ,  we have 

'dD^ 

J X=0 

=  - ( P y h )  In (^) • (B.-l) 

0  <  1 ^ 1  ( B . 5 )  

= Efe - (Tyh) In (B.6) 
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= (B-8) 

= Dcei^x., y) - Dce{x, Vy) - Dce{Vy, y), (B.9) 

which proves the property. A 

Property B.3 (Pythagorean Property: B) For a dosed convex set C C 72.'^ and 
vector Y E X = TZ'^, y ^ C, let 7^"y G C be the vector that achieves the minimum 
cross-entropic distance to y, i.e., £>ce(y, Vy) = minxec Dce{y, x). Then 

Dceiy, x) > Dce(y, Vy) + D ^ ^ i V y ,  x) 

for all x € c. 
Proof: 

The proof is similar to the one for Property (B.2). A 
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Appendix C 

APPROXIMATION OF CROSS-ENTROPY 

Let X, y E ^ where X = Then 

^ce(x, y) = In j +yi-^i 

= Xi In f ^ ) + d'i where di = t/i - x, 
^ \JOi ~i '  

1 V- 1 r2 r 
% - ̂  — d i  d i  < X ^  

- i 

- ,• J-i 

^ce(x, y) « —(2/i-a:.)- (C.l) 
2 Xi 

Similarly, 

^ce(y, x) ss i ̂ -(y, - Xi)- (C.2) 
^ i V i  

The differing weights in the weighted squared-Euclidean distance approximations 
of the two cross-entropy distances is significant, especially in chapter 3. Consider 
the two cross-entropy formulations of the super-resolution problem given by equa
tions (3.14) and (3.15) in chapter 3. 

Case A results in 

D„(g, OT) » i E - (9i - mif (C.3) 
^ i 9 i  

and Case B results in 

g) = 5 E (ft - • (C.-l) 1 ^ 1 

Hence, in Case A, the weights are dependent on the data and in Case B, the weights 
are dependent on the variable itself. 
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Appendix D 

EQUIVALENCE OF TWO ESTIMATION METHODS 

fwL = argmaxliip(g/f) 

[, A (Ej exp(- Ej hijfj) I 
= arg max < In —-— ; —> 

"ten'l 1 Y 9i'- I 
=  argm^x I ^ J 2 g i \ n [ Z j h i j f j ) - T . j h i j f j ^  

= {E®In -».} 

= arg rain Dce(g, H f )  
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Appendix E 

CONVEXITY OF DATA-FIDELITY FUNCTIONALS 

Lemma E.l (Data-Fidelity functional: A) The functional 

$(f) = D,e(g, Hf) (E.L) 

is convex. 
Proof: 

The functional <^(f) is defined as 

$(f) = Dee(g. Hi) 

The gradient vector of $(f), denoted by V$(f), is given by 

V$(f) = (u^) = 
d f m j  

9i =  E l -
IZ/: ^ i k f k  J 

and the Hessian, denoted by V-$(f) is 

Qih^phiq = E 
\r (Etfti/cA)', 

Since 

EEE 
P R i 

Qihiph-'1 > 0, (E.2) 

for all nonzero x, the Hessian is positive semi-definite and the functional $(f) is 
convex. A 

Lemma E.2 (Data-Fidelity functional: B) The functional 

$(f) = g) (E.3) 

is convex. 
Proof: 

The proof is based on similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma (E.l). A 
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Lemma E.3 (Data-Fidelity functional: C) The functional 

$(d+, d-) = Dee (g, - d") +b) 

is convex. 
Proof; 

The functional $(d'^, d~) is defined as 

(E.4) 

$(d-^, d-) = Dee(g, ^r(d+-d-)+b) 

= Hsi lnl  9i 
+ Yljhij{dJ — dj) + bi — Qi-

The gradient vector of ^Cd"^, d"), denoted by V$(d'^, d~), is given by 

f (-S±.] 
y o d l )  

V$(d^, d") = (Urn) = 
f—) \ d d - J  

E i i l -

Ei 

\ 

9i -1U,  

and the Hessian, denoted by V^$(d'^, d ). is 

d-) = M = 

(^(^)) (a|^(^)) 

( Q x ^ i p ^ x q  ^  j I ''Sx^xp^iq \ 

I —gi/tjp^iq A f 

\ 

Since 
(E.o) 

p 1 

for all nonzero x, the Hessian is positive semi-definite and the functional $(d"^, d~) 
is convex. A 

Lemma E.4 (Data-Fidelity functional: D) The functional 

$(d+, d-) = Dee {H{d-^ - d") + b, g) (E.6) 
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is convex. 
Proof: 

The proof is based on similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma (E.3). A 
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Appendix F 

MINIMUM CROSS-ENTROPY ALGORITHMS 

Algorithm F.l (Poisson-EM) 

Derivation: 
f = arg min Dce(g, H i )  

1. Reformulate the optimization problem and define the appropriate constraint 
sets X and y. 

D *  = min min Z)ce(x. y) 
" yey xe.v ^' 

X = |x={3:i_,} I {a:y>0}, Y.j^ij=9i-. V  i |  

y  = |y = y(f) = {yij} I [ y i j  =  h i j f j  > 0 }  for some/j >o| 

2. Fix Uij —> yfj = hijfj and perform the minimization 

i-j =argmin Dce(x, y°). 

Using the Lagrangian method of optimization, the solution is 

x]. = = hij^ V i. j. (F.2) 
'J J J „ , ,0 • ^ '  

3. Fix Xij —> xjj and perform the minimization 

= arg min Dce(x\ y) 
vf=V yey 

^ = arg min Dce(x\ (hijfj)) 
f67Z'" 

= arg™ 

This results in the iteration 
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4. Repeating steps 1 and 2, we have the following estimate at iteration cycle n + 1 

9i /•" rn+l _ J J 

•'J ~ A .. 
^i^ij i \12k^ikfk' 

hij V j. 

Algorithm F.2 (SMART) 

/,"+'=/;exp 

Derivation: 

9i Y] hij ln(-
i KUk^ikfk' 

Vj 

A 

(F.4) 

f = arg min Dce{Hi, g) 

The derivation is similar to that of Algorithm F.l with 

D*g = min min Dceiy, x) 
yey xex 

X = |x = {2:y} I (x.j > 0}, = 9h V ij 

3^ = {y = y(f) = {j/ij} I iVij = ̂ ijfj ^0} some /j > o|. 

Algorithm F.3 (Poisson-MLE) 

/;+' = /;exp 1 
E 

Si 

i VZifc/liAr/fc 

-  1 hii vi 

A 

(F.5) 

Derivation: 
f = arg min Dceig, Hf) 

The system of nonlinear gradient equations of the optimization functional are given 
as 

9i 
El - 1  / i u = 0  V j .  

i yUk^ikfk 

Since fj is assumed nonnegative, the gradient equations can be written as 

(F.6) 

1 
E 

gi 
- l ] h i j  = 0 

Hi hij • \ Efc hikfk 

fj exp E 
9i 

i \ E k h r k f k  
- 1 \h = fr 
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Appending iteration counts on the /j's, the Poisson-MLE algorithm is obtained: 

/;+'=/]'0xp 

Algorithm F.4 ('LOG') 

i: 
gi 

i \12k^ikfk 
Vi.  

A 

9i 

Derivation: 

^i^ij i \  \Hk^ikfk 

f = arg min Dce{Hi, g) 

;r (F.7) 

The system of nonlinear gradient equations of the optimization functional are given 
as 

9i 

i  \ X k h i k f k ,  

The gradient equations can be written as 

9i 

=  0  V i .  (F.8) 

H k  h i k f k ,  :X 

^ i. .  6^1 
9i 

+ 1 = 1 

+ 1 ~ ///// 

+ 1 = f j -
E i h i j y  \ T . k h i k f k ,  

Appending the iteration counts on the f/s, the 'LOG' algorithm is obtained; 

9i /r' = ̂ E(ta 
i  V \ ^ k ^ i k f k ,  

+ 1 /ii, Vi. 

A 

Algorithm F.5 (Background-Foreground Algorithms) 
1. Modified Poisson-EM 

tf? =  - ^ y  
i \£.k hikdk -f hi, 

I V i (F.9) 
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2. Modified SMART 

exp 

3. Modified Poisson-MLE 

=(^exp 

ai 
_ \ Yl hij In I— 

i \Jlh ̂ ikdk + bi, 

9i 
- - l U .  V 

vy 

Vi-

Derivations: 
1. Modified Poisson-EM 

d = arg min Dce{g ,  Hd  +  h)  

(F.IO) 

(F.ll) 

{F.r2) 

• Reformulate the optimization problem and define the appropriate constraint 
s e t s  X a n d  y.  

D' = min min Dce(x. y) 
" yey x€A-

X = (x = {!,,} I {i.i>0}, = v A 
j  Lfc l ^ i kdk  + Oi  J  

>* = {y = y(d) = i l / i j }  I i l / i j  =  h^ jd j  >  0} for some d j  >  o| 

• Fix yij —>• y°j = htjOj and perform the minimization 

x l j  = arg min Dce(x, y° ) .  

Using the Lagrangian method of optimization, the solution is 

xl = 9i 

" Ekhikd l  +  bi  
h i j^j V i ,  j .  

• Fix Xij x j -  and perform the minimization 

y = arg min Dce(x\ y) 
yej' 

= arg min Dce(x\ (h^jdj)) 
de7^^ 

d€iz-:^ 

This results in the iteration 

= arg mm E E 4 
x j -  \  
— ^  '  +  hijdj — 

' J 

d^ = ^ y 
"j X- u . 

9i 

i \ Hfc hik^ + bi, 
h , j  V j .  

(F.13) 

(F.14) 
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• Repeating steps 1 and 2, we have the following estimate at iteration cycle n +1 

9i 
"j sr h . ^ 

i V Hfc/liJfcrffc -r it > 
hii Vj". 

2. Modified SMART 
d = arg min DceiHd  +  b, g) (F.15) 

The derivation is similar to that of the above EM algorithm with 

D*g = mjnn:iin Dceiy, x) 
yey  x€ .v  

;f = |x = {a: y }  I {a: y > 0 } ,  ^ 4 
j L.kh-ihak + Oi J 

3^ = {y  =  y(d)  =  i l / i j }  I (Ui j  = h i jd j  >0} for some c/j > oj>. 

3. Modified Poisson-MLE 

d = arg min Dceig ,  Hd  +  b) 
den-l 

(F.16) 

The system of nonlinear gradient equations of the optimization functional are given 
as 

9i 
E l  -j--l /!,_, = 0 Vj. 

VHfc hikdk + bi 

Since dj is assumed nonnegative, the gradient equations can be written as 

— -— - - i V o  =  0  
i \Tlk ^^ikdk + bi J 

(F.17) 

dj exp E  
9i 

_Jli h-ij • \Y,k hikdk + bi 
-1 /i» = d j .  

Appending the iteration counts on the c/j's, the modified Poisson-MLE algorithm is 
obtained; 

exp 
1 

E  
5i 

Ylihij j  \Y.k^ikdk+bi 
- 1  / l .  Vi-

A 
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Algorithm F.6 (Trend-Fluctuation Algorithms: Type A) 
1. Modified Poisson-EM 

= 9i  S^ y i  
T,^h i j ' r \Ekh ikh ' ; ^ '  

>+i _ + ̂ j) Y" 

hij Vi 

9i  ^  

i  V Ylk  ̂ i k  {dk  - i -bk ) ,  
hij bj V j 

2. Modified SMART 

b]^ '  =  b]exp  
1 

Ylihij j  \Y.k^ikK' 

= {t^ + 6,)exp 

3. Modified Poisson-MLE 

1 

vi 

Efc hik{d^ + bk), 

= 6j"exp El 

= (d7 + 6,)exp 

Derivations: 
1. Modified Poisson-EM 

i  \Y , k f ^ i kbk  
1 

E 

-1 

gi 

^ i^ i j  i  \T .k  ̂ i k{dk  +  bk)  

V j  

- l l / l .  

The solution to the optimization 

b = arg min Dce(g^ H h )  

results in the iteration 

6? 6"+^ = - ^y  
J sr h. ̂  

9i  

Hi  h i j  , xHk^ ikbk .  
h i j  \ f j .  

Similarly, the optimization 

D*g = min min Dce(x, y) 
yey xe;t 

(F.IS) 

(F.19) 

(F.20) 

- b j  V i  ( F . 2 1 )  

(F.22) 

- b j  V j  ( F . 2 3 )  

(F.24) 

;f = |x = { X i j }  I {x , j  >  0}, Zj^ i j  =  9i  V i| 

y = |y(d) = {yfj } I {j/ij =/zy((/j + 6j) > 0} for some (dj + 6 j )  >  o| 
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results in 

_ (5+M ?L 
Si i  \  Hfc hik{d^  +bk) ,  

I hij - bj V j. 

Modified SMART 

• The solution to the optimization 

b = arg min Dce{Hh,  g ) 
heiit 

(F.2.5) 

results in the iteration 

= b] exp 
i  \ l l k^ ikbk j  

v y .  

• Similarly, the optimization 

Z?' =minmin Dce{y, x) 
yey xS'V 

A' = |x = {x.j} I {xij > 0}, Ylj^ij = V zj 

y  = |y(d) = {y i j }  I {v i j  =  hi j {d j  + hj )  >  0} for some {d j  + hj )  > 0 

results in 

-r I = {d^ +6j)exp ^ hij In 
9i  

[Z ih i j ^  \Zkh ik{d i  +  bk) ,  
-bj Vj. 

Modified Poisson-MLE 

• The solution to the optimization 

b = arg mm Dce(g^ Hh)  

results in the iteration 

6^+^ =6j"exp 

heU'l 
(F.26) 

1 
E 

Hi  

i xYlk^ikb'k 
1 hij V i -
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• Similarly, the optimization 

d = argmin Dce{g, H{d + h)) 
d 

results in 

= {dj  +  bj )  exp --
T, ih i j ^ \Zkh ik{d- ,+bk)  

- 1  %  - b j  v y .  

A 

Algorithm F.7 (Trend-Fluctuation Algorithms: Type B) 
1. Modified Poisson-EM 

d1 +" 
3i  

, X , - „ - ^ An ^ 3 
^ i h v ^ \ E k h A 4  - d ;  ) + b J  

•ij'" = <ij'/ ^  vy  
i \Y.kbik{d^ — df. )+bi, 

(F.28) 

(F.29) 

2. Modified SMART 

t i  a - f l  
dJ  =  dj  exp 

dj = dj exp 

.Z jch , , (dr  -d ;" )+h) i  

- i  i  \  9 i  J  

yj 

V j  

(F.30) 

(F.:31) 

3. Modified Poisson-MLE 

1 7+1+1 ,+ n 
dJ  =  dJ  exp 

dj = dj exp 

E 
9i 

i VHjt 
--1 /lii 

1 
E h -

9i  

I : kh^k{d^^  -d ; ' ' )+b iJ  
rVu 

V j  

Vj 

(F.32) 

(F.33) 

Derivations: 
1. Modified Poisson-EM 

d+, d"=arg min Ae (g, H{d '^  -  d~)  +  h)  
d+, d-eH'l ^ ' 

• The system of nonlinear gradient (w.r.t. d"*") equations are 

Qx 

(F.34) 

E 
i  \ ^ k  b - i k { d f .  d f . )  - { - h i  

j - - l \ h u = 0  V J .  {F.35) 
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Since dj^ is assumed nonnegative, the gradient equations can be written as 

' -h., = 1 
^^h i j r 'Lkh ik{d t -d^ )+bi  " 

^ 13 ̂ r-r"77r~;377T^v = (4/4) 
i Ek hik{dt - rffc ) + bi 

^ =  d j .  
T , ih i j ^£ ,h , , {d t -d ; )+bi  '  

Appending the iteration counts on the d^'s, 

• The system of nonlinear gradient (w.r.t. d~) equations are 

V  f  1  ^ h i j  = 0  V  i .  ( F . 3 6 )  
Zkh ik{d; -d^ )+bJ  '  

Since dJ  is assumed nonnegative, the gradient equations can be written as 

^ 9i ^ 

Z i h ^ J i Z k h . k { d t - d ^ ) + b i  

{d f /dn  =  ;=r^E  
i Y^k f^ikidk — d^) + hi 

=><<; = ^ -v 
'  T. ih i j ^Zkhn(d t -d l )+b ,  

Appending the iteration counts on dj's and rfj"'s, 

2. Modified SMART 

d"^, d~ = arg min Dce(H{d^  — d~)  +h ,  g) (F-37) 
d+, d-eH'l ^ ' 

• Reformulate the optimization problem and define the appropriate constraint 
sets X\, X2 and 3^i, y^-

D' = min min Dceiy, x) 
" y6J2. yei'i xe.v., xe.Vi 
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A'l = (x = {x i j }  I X i j  >  0.  y ]x i j  =  V i \  

3^1 = |y = yCd"^) = {yij} 1 yij => 0 for some £/^ > o| 

-w r r 1 I . \ n Ha: ^ ik jd - i ^  — d f . )  +  h j^  w ,-l 
X2 — ^ X — {^tj j I ^ i j  — / . ̂ ii — V Z / 

I- j 9i 

3^2 = |y = y(d~) = {y i j }  I y i j  = / l i j r f "  >  0 for some d"  > o|. 

• Fix ijij —> Uij = hijdf and perform the minimization 

i-  =argmin Z)ce (y° ,  x) .  
•' X6.V1 

Using the Lagrangian method of optimization, the sokition is 

-1 9i L. j+° w • 3jf.: — rt "• n " V Z« 7» 
'  Zkh iM -d; ' ' )  +  bi  

•  Fix Xi j  —> x^ j  and perform the minimization 

y^  =  argmin D^eiy ,  x^ )  
y63'i 

d^' = arg min Dce{{h i jd j ) ,  x ^ )  
d+e7^•y 

= arg mm 
d+eTZ 

d+€Ti-y 

|e E In + i l j  -  hi jd^  

This results in the iteration 

= d^° exp 9i 

- d f ) + b u  

(F.38) 

V j. (F.39) 

Fix Uij —> yfj = hijdj and perform the minimization 

f |  =  argmin Dce(y° ,  x) .  
X6.V2 

Using the Lagrangian method of optimization, the solution is 

Z k h ^ k { d f  - d f )  +  b .  
^^3 = 

Oi 
V z, J .  (F.40) 
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Fix Xij —)• x^j and perform tlie minimization 

= argmin D^eiYr x^) 
y€y2  

^ I t 
d~ = arg min Dcei{hijdJ), x ) 

= |e E ̂ '^7 

This results in the iteration 

dj ' = dj° exp Vi- (F.41) 
IZ i  ^ i j  i  \  9i  

• Repeating the steps, we have the following estimates at iteration cycle n + I 

;_a4-l 

7_ n +l 

= d-  exp 

= rfj"exp 

1 

Xi  i  

1 

Hi  f^ i j  i  
Y ,h i j ln \  

.Zkh ik id t  - d , )+b i ,  

.  9i  

Vi 

V i .  

3. Modified Poisson-MLE 

d"^, d~ = arg min Dee (g, H{d'^ - d~) + b) 
d+, d-elZ'l ^ ' 

• The system of nonlinear gradient (w.r.t. d"*") equations are 

(F.42) 

El 
9i - l ) / i , ,  = 0  V i .  

T \Efc h ik[dX  b i  

Since d^ is assumed nonnegative, the gradient equations can be written as 

(F.43) 

E 
9i  

d'j exp El 

\Z th ik (d t -

1 +
 

TM •« 

( 
V E i A , i W - d f . )  + h i  

Si 

- i j  

= Inid^-fd-*-) 

T.i Kj i \Y.k hik{dk - dk) + bi 

Appending the iteration counts on the d ' j ' s ,  

H] = 4-

df' = 4" exp E 
9i  

^ ^ ^ i J i \ E k h ^ d d ^ - d ; ' ' ) + b ,  
^ - l \ h  V  V j .  
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The system of nonlinear gradient (w.r.t. d ) equations are 

E l -
Qi 

V i .  
Efch^k{d l  -dk )+bi  

Since dj  is assumed nonnegative, the gradient equations can be written as 

(F.44) 

1 

Ht  ̂ i j  i  

1 

E l -
9i  

dj exp 

Hi h i j  j 

1 

E l -

E l -

Hk h ik{d t  -  dk)  +bi ,  

9 i  " 

Efc hik{d^ - dl) + ~bi, 

3i  

l/iij = 0 

I h i j  =  ln(rfj / d j  )  

\ h . j  = d-
Tlihij i V ^k^ik{dk — df.) + hi. 

Appending the appropriate iteration counts on cZj's and d+'s, 

dj = dj exp 
1 

Xi  i  
E l -

3i  

Zkh ik idr" ' -dD+bj^ ' '  
V j .  

A 
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